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MYCOLOGY FEATURE

Integrating DNA Barcoding into the Mycological Sciences
Introduction
Mycology has a proud taxonomic tradition, and mycologists were early to
adopt molecular techniques such as DNA
sequencing for identifying fungi. The recently completed Assembling the Fungal
Tree of Life (AFTOL) project was a community effort, and provided a robust phylogenetic framework for mycologists
wishing to ‘leaf out the tree’ of species.
The Fungi are a huge kingdom, with challenges that parallel those of the invertebrate animal world that has given us DNA
barcoding. Many fungi are pleomorphic;
many are miniscule and morphologically
similar; there are few trained taxonomists
to identify them; and there is a large reservoir of undescribed species awaiting discovery. Mycologists should be enthusiastic proponents
of DNA barcoding. Why has this not happened?
Mycological barcoding discussions are preoccupied
with selection of the most appropriate barcode marker.
This is not a trivial matter, but my observation is that
mycologists generally overlook other aspects of the
emerging barcode standards (Lorenz et al. 2005), unaware of important details and nuances that will affect
common practice far more in the long term. ‘DNA barcoding’ is no longer a vague phrase to be tossed around
as a marketing device in grant applications. The term
has precise meanings and implications for those who intend to conduct this kind of research.
The most critical detail is the acceptance of the
BARCODE keyword in GenBank (Hanner & Gregory
2007). To qualify for this keyword, a DNA sequence
must meet the following criteria:
(1) It must represent the DNA barcode marker accepted for the taxonomic group in question.

(2) A voucher for the barcode must be available.

(3) The organism that the barcode represents must
be correctly identified.
(4) The DNA sequence itself must be correct,
which is assured by storing sequence chromatograms in on-line repositories.

These criteria are discussed below. If any are not met,
the BARCODE keyword will not be appended to a GenBank accession. If the conditions associated with any of
these criteria change, for example if either the identification or sequence is shown to be incorrect, then the BAR2
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CODE keyword will be removed, with or
without the authority of the original depositor. When this happens, the original sequence record remains otherwise unchanged, but it is excluded from BLAST or
other searches restricted to the BARCODE
keyword. This is presently the only permitted third-party alteration of GenBank
records. The decision to remove the keyword can be made by GenBank staff, or by
the CBOL Scientific Advisory Board.

DNA barcoding markers
The Consortium for the Barcode of
Life (CBOL, not to be confused with the
Canadian Barcode of Life Network, BOLNET) is an international body with more
than 160 members, with offices in the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. CBOL
promotes DNA barcoding internationally, and facilitates the development of DNA barcoding projects. It
regulates the barcode standard through its Scientific
Advisory Board. CBOL has the authority, negotiated
with GenBank, to sanction DNA barcode markers for all
kingdoms of life, and thus oversees the application of
the BARCODE keyword. CBOL adopted the mitochondrial gene cytochrome oxidase I, Cox1 (also known as
CO1), as the default barcode for animals, where it has
received a lot of attention, particularly with invertebrates. Other markers may be proposed as DNA barcodes for particular taxonomic groups. First, proponents
must demonstrate that Cox1 is ineffective for the taxonomic group in question. Then, the utility of the alternative marker must be demonstrated. The procedures
and requirements for these proposals, and the detailed
barcoding standards, are published on the CBOL website (http://www.barcoding.si.edu/).
As reviewed in the last part of this article, Cox1 has
hardly been studied in mycology, and it was not included among the genes sequenced for the AFTOL project.
The majority of mycologists clearly favor the nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer (ITS) for DNA barcoding of fungi, with a smaller constituency, especially
yeast specialists, favoring the D1/D2 region of the nuclear large ribosomal subunit (LSU, or 28S). A formal
proposal to CBOL to designate the ITS as the primary
fungal barcode is expected shortly (see below), and if it
is accepted, the BARCODE keyword will begin to be
Continued on following page

applied to fungal sequences that meet the other barcode
criteria. Yeast workers, who have a more complete database for the LSU, may independently elect to propose a
primary or secondary barcode for those fungi.
Mycologists are not alone in rejecting Cox1 as a barcode for a kingdom. Botanists have also been searching
for alternative barcodes, and will probably adopt a multigene approach (see Pennisi 2007). However, in this kingdom also, formal proposals to CBOL are pending.

Vouchering and identification
Maintenance of voucher specimens is already common practice for most taxonomic mycologists, and barcoding vouchering requirements are similar to those enforced by AFTOL. The preservation of vouchers allows
identifications associated with barcode records to be reassessed, and this will probably be the most important
factor for the eventual removal of the BARCODE keyword from GenBank records.
The barcode standard allows flexibility in the definition of a voucher. In mycology, a voucher normally
would be a culture or a herbarium specimen deposited
in a recognized collection. In some circumstances, the
voucher could be a photograph. The main requirement
is that the voucher should allow determinations to be
verified, long after an initial identification was made.
A recent shift in barcode voucher requirements will
have implications for some mycological collections.
The first version of the barcode standard required only
that vouchers be deposited in recognized collections,
but recent modifications require that the voucher metadata be available on-line. This means that herbaria and
culture collections lacking on-line databases may not be
recognized as acceptable repositories for barcode
vouchers. Furthermore, the acronyms used by some mycological collections may have to be altered if there are
zoological collections using the same ones. CBOL has
initiated an on-line registry of biological collections to
eliminate identical acronyms, and to provide a portal
between GenBank and the collections holding specimen
meta-data (www.biorepositories.org).
Beyond this, culture collections and other biorepositories seem ready adopt barcoding as a part of their
quality control regimes (Hanner & Gregory 2007). The
American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) has recently implemented barcoding to assure that it animal cell
culture lines are correctly identified (Cooper et al.
2007).

Ensuring sequence quality
On-line archiving of DNA sequencing chromatograms is the final requirement of the DNA barcoding standard. The standard does not proscribe what
archive is used, as long as it is possible to hyperlink
from a GenBank record. GenBank itself maintains a

chromatogram archive (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
Traces/home/), which is open to barcode chromatograms. The Barcode of Life Data Systems
(BOLD), described in more detail below, requires the
deposit of chromatograms for barcode records stored in
that database. Supplementary information, such as
primer sequences used to generate barcodes, may also
be required. The chromatogram archive of AFTOL
would presumably satisfy this barcode requirement.
Most taxonomically oriented mycologists would welcome on-line accessibility of chromatograms. Mycologists have been vocal critics of the GenBank policy of forbidding third-party annotation of sequence records,
generating various statistics that indicate a high error rate
either in sequences themselves, or in the identification of
the organisms from which they originate (Bridge et al.
2007, Bidartondo et al. 2008). At least when using GenBank as an identification tool, the possibility of removing
the BARCODE keyword will be an effective method of
policing sequencing and identification errors.
The issue of legacy data and sequence traces is considered near the end of this article.
Other aspects of DNA
barcoding and mycology
The goal of DNA barcoding is to develop a sequence-based approach for identifying all life. This requires cooperation of taxonomists working with all
kingdoms to develop a system that will work for all
kingdoms. The eventual DNA barcode database of fungi
is not just for mycologists, but for all biologists. It will
be a mechanism for including the fungi in a much
broader range of biological studies than could ever be
undertaken by those who self-identify as mycologists.
But only mycologists can credibly assemble the fungal
barcode database tool, acknowledging that its heaviest
users may be other scientists.
Standardization is critical. We cannot expect biologists with limited knowledge of fungi to know that to
identify species of a particular genus they must sequence a particular gene that is not part of the barcode
regime. Universality is critical. We cannot expect investigators to include large numbers of PCR primers in
order to identify a few fungi in their research system.
However, rigorous standardization and insistence on
universality impose limitations that need to be clear to
users of the DNA barcode databases. No single-gene
barcode system will be capable of identifying all fungi
to species, and the limitations of ITS sequences for
identifying species in some groups, and the failure of
the ‘universal’ ITS primers to work in other groups, will
have to be carefully documented.
DNA barcoding exploits high-throughput technologies, and a core barcoding laboratory can generate hunContinued on following page
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dreds of thousands of barcodes per year. Invertebrate
barcoders have taken exploited this, increasingly including thousands of barcodes in a single study (e.g.
Hajibabaei et al. 2006). Animals may seem easier to
work with in high volumes than fungi. Individuals can
be collected and photographed quickly, tissue can be
extracted for molecular analysis, and the remainder of
the animal used as a voucher. The cost of sequencing is
low, and animal barcoders consider it an acceptable expense to sequence hundreds or thousands of individuals
to find a few new or cryptic species. After all, taxonomic expertise is the limiting factor in species discovery and description, not a shortage of people with molecular technical skills.
Mycology taxonomy is still mostly engaged with
what might be called the botanical collecting model, that
is, the collection, identification and processing of single
specimens. Common species are usually not gathered, and
collectors focus on species that are either unknown to
them, that are of interest because of ongoing research
projects, or that capture their curiosity for other reasons.
But perhaps the adoption of the high-throughput practices
employed by animal barcoders is feasible for macrofungi.
Collectors could photograph and collect all fruiting bodies they find, put a tissue sample in an extraction vial in
the field for each fruiting body, accession the specimens
from one collecting location en masse, do the barcoding,
and then sort out identifications and specimens of taxonomic interest afterwards. Putative new species discovered by barcoding could then be verified by Geneological
Concordance Phylogenetic Species Recognition, morphological studies, or any other preferred taxonomic process.
Apart from facilitating species discovery, our knowledge
of the geographical distribution of all fungal species
would be extended in a way that conventional collecting
cannot do.
Could such a model also be applied to microfungi?
For fungi with the potential to grow in culture, this
seems feasible, although culture maintenance is more
labor intensive than managing herbarium specimens.
Collado et al. (2007) described a high-throughput
method for isolating fungi from leaf litter (adaptable to
other kinds of substrates), which facilitates the isolation
of fastidious and slow-growing fungi by inoculating
highly diluted particle suspensions onto agar media
compartmentalized in 48-well microplates. With such a
method, barcoding of fungal colonies before deciding to
purify and maintain conventional cultures could reduce
associated labor costs by allowing redundant or unwanted isolates to be discarded.
Eventually, it will be important to separate the barcodes that comprise the identification database from
DNA sequences that have been identified using that
database. Once the barcode sequence variation, including that associated with geography, has been elucidated,
4
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it would be counterproductive to keep populating the
barcode database with redundant sequences. This leads
us to environmental DNA, a topic of great excitement in
our science, and a frequently cited topic in discussions
of fungal DNA barcoding. Presently, sequences derived
from environmental samples that contain mixtures of
species, such as soil, would probably be unacceptable as
DNA barcodes. Mixed samples cannot serve as voucher
specimens because their components cannot be unequivocally matched with individual barcodes. Similarly, sequences cloned directly from substrates or hosts
would not qualify as barcodes unless a one to one relationship between a sequence and an organism on a
voucher could be established. These issues will be especially critical for fungi, if it is true that the majority of
fungi cannot be isolated into pure culture and do not
produce conspicuous fruiting bodies that can be collected. The majority of fungi may be invisible to us, detectable only by their DNA. Inclusion of such organisms
in the fungal DNA barcode database will require modification of the barcoding standard, and mycologists
should take the lead in this discussion.

DNA barcoding in fungi to date
Presently, the only funded DNA barcoding network
is in Canada, centered at the University of Guelph, and
overseen by Paul Hebert and his colleagues at the Biodiversity Institute of Ontario. The network received
seed funding from the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. In 2005, it
received three years of support as a research network
from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada (NSERC) and four years from
Genome Canada (through Genome Ontario).
The public face of BOLNET (www.bolnet.ca) is the
BOLD website (Barcode of Life Data Systems,
www.barcodinglife.org, Ratnasingham & Hebert 2007).
For the participants in the network, BOLD acts as a Laboratory Information Management System (LIMS), in which
specimen data and meta-data is archived, sequences derived at the high-throughput sequencing facility in Guelph
are deposited, and various taxonomic tools, such as tree
building algorithms (which function easily because Cox1
lacks indels and alignment is not required) and an automated geographical distribution mapper, are available.
Projects from the LIMS are published in much the same
fashion as sequences are made public in GenBank, after
work is published or the scientist involved decides to make
the data available to the public. External users can use the
identification engine of BOLD to identify unknowns using
their own barcode sequences, and verify the results by
comparison with an extensive library of on-line images of
voucher specimens. BOLD is also available for use by scientists who are not funded by the network.
Continued on following page

Mycology was included as an exploratory element
in the first Canadian network. The participants agreed to
assess the suitability of Cox1 as a DNA barcode for
fungi, while expressing their opinion that mycologists
would be reluctant to accept this marker, because of the
predominance of ITS as a species-level marker. From
the small amount of Cox1 data then available for fungi,
it seemed likely that frequently reported introns could
interfere with successful amplification. Similarly, there
did not seem to be conserved regions sufficient for universal primer design. The features of the ideal barcode
marker have been discussed exhaustively, and the reader is referred to Geiser et al. (2007) for an overview
with respect to fungi.
The first intensive assessment of Cox1 in fungi was
published by Seifert et al. (2007). They developed PCR
primers for Cox1 that worked for the ascomycetes family Trichocomaceae, and sequenced the barcode region
for 360 strains of Penicillium subgenus Penicillium.
Cox1 provided species specific barcodes for about 2/3
of this taxonomically intractable group, superior to the
resolution of ITS, but inferior to that of the protein-coding gene BenA. Surprisingly, introns were detected in
only about 1% of the sequenced strains, and had little
impact on the barcode utility of Cox1 in this group. A
recent study of a smaller genus, Leohumicola, by
Nguyen & Seifert (2008), using new primers designed
for members of the Pezizomycotina, showed similar
species resolution between Cox1 and ITS among the
seven known species. Introns were detected in about 5%
of the strains.
The results of other studies of Cox1 have been less
encouraging. Geiser et al. (2008) included Cox1 in their
study of the Aspergillus niger complex. They detected
multiple copies, with insufficient variation to allow
recognition of species, and rejected the marker as a suitable barcode in this complex. Gilmore et al. (in prep.)
found similar problems in Fusarium. Paralogs occurred
within individual strains, with double bases at some positions, or with otherwise variable sequences among
copies. When apparently homologous copies were compared among species, taxa assigned to different taxonomic sections had identical sequences. Cox1 results
from other mycologists in the Canadian network have
yet to be published, but indicate a similar pattern of success in some groups, and intron issues in others.
In May 2007, against the backdrop of the recently
published article on Penicillium (Seifert et al. 2007), a
discussion among 37 mycologists from 12 countries
was held at the Smithsonian’s Conservation and Research Centre at Front Royal, Virginia, organized by
Amy Rossman and Mary Palm. The meeting was funded by the A.F. Sloan Foundation under the auspices of
CBOL, and the conclusions were summarized by Rossman (2007). Not surprisingly, the participants at the

meeting unanimously endorsed the ITS. Unfortunately,
the meeting concluded without a defined plan to propose the ITS to CBOL as the fungal marker. Following
this meeting, CBOL attempted to maintain momentum
by encouraging the appointment of an ad hoc committee to promote DNA barcoding in mycology. Eventually, Pedro Crous, Keith Seifert and John Taylor agreed to
act as interim co-chairs. Following the 2nd Science Symposium of the Canadian Barcode of Life Network in
Toronto in May 2008, the co-chairs met with the mycologists participating in BOLNET, and several participants from the Front Royal Meeting, including three
from Europe. The selection of the ITS as the fungal
marker was endorsed once more, and a plan was tabled
to prepare the formal proposal to CBOL. The writing of
the proposal is led by Dr. Ursula Eberhardt at CBS, and
the intention is to publish the proposal in the peer reviewed literature prior to presenting it to CBOL Scientific Advisory Board for its decision. Anyone interested
in participating in this proposal is welcome to contact
Dr. Eberhardt at u.eberhardt@cbs.knaw.nl. The ad hoc
committee on fungal barcoding, which presently goes
by the acronym FUN-BOL, may continue to function as
an ad hoc body or may evolve into a subcommission of
the International Commission on the Taxonomy of
Fungi (www.fungaltaxonomy.org) with formal election
of officers, members and drafting of statutes.
If the proposal to CBOL to accept the ITS for fungal barcoding is accepted, then the BARCODE keyword
can begin to be applied to ITS accessions in GenBank.
The BARCODE keyword now applied to the few Cox1
sequences for fungi will be stripped, and newly deposited ITS sequences that meet the barcoding criteria outlined in this article will begin to carry the keyword instead. Presently, BOLD is the only on-line database
accepting ITS sequences as barcodes, in anticipation of
the adoption of this marker as the fungal marker by
CBOL.
How much of the legacy ITS data for fungi will
qualify for the BARCODE keyword is open to question.
Perhaps a grandfathering exemption can be negotiated
between CBOL, GenBank and mycologists, but if this
fails, only sequences with accessible on-line chromatograms will be eligible. By this criterion, only the
AFTOL ITS data and the limited amount of fungal ITS
data deposited in BOLD will be sanctioned as barcodes.
Current estimates of the ITS sequences now in GenBank usually quote a number of about 70,000 sequences. If the chromatogram requirements are waived,
how many would qualify as DNA barcodes? Nilsson et
al. (2006) estimated that 82% of the 51,000 fungal ITS
sequences they examined were not associated with explicitly identified vouchers. Thus, about 13,000 of the
remaining ca. 70,000 ITS sequences could be eligible
Continued on following page
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for the BARCODE keyword. Whether or not the traces
are required, this is the volume of legacy data that will
have to be reevaluated sequence by sequence. Which
represent types? Which are possibly misidentified or
identified only to species? Most laboratories have their
chromatograms archived, but retrieving them and
preparing them for database submission will be timeconsuming, and require at least some bioinformatics
support. CBOL has pledged its assistance as mycologists attempt to find a pragmatic solution to the legacy
data issue.
Final thoughts
Once a DNA barcode marker has been approved for
the fungi by CBOL, the real barcoding work for mycologists will begin. Our taxonomic community will need
to develop a coordinated strategy for populating the fungal barcode database efficiently.
At this writing, a new acronym has appeared on the
horizon that may have a huge impact. The International
Barcode of Life Network, with the acronym iBOL, is now
in the planning stages (www.dnabarcoding.org). If funded, this five year, $150 million network will encompass
three or four central nodes with high-throughput barcoding facilities and BOLD mirrors (Canada, China, Europe,
United States), nine regional node countries and six smaller national node countries. Mycology is included in the
network proposal in Canada, but the research plan has not
yet been finalized. For mycologists in other countries,
now is the time search to search out your national iBOL
representatives and make the case for including fungi in
national or regional networks. Don’t be discouraged by a
first response that “fungi are not included”; because the
initiative has largely been developed and led by zoologists, and they sometimes are unaware that other kingdoms are to be included! If, as expected, iBOL is launched
in July 2009, we would like to have a strong mycological
presence.
Barcoding needs mycology. Mycology needs barcoding. An important train is getting ready to leave the
station. Now is the time to jump on.
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From the President’s Corner . . .

For the past 32 years, I
from which we can all benhave resided in the northefit. Please contact Kathie
eastern USA where the reon how best to present this
turn of autumn colors in the
information to her for postdeciduous forests has aling. An updated Roster is
ways been a thing of beauty
posted online and here in
and an indication that the
Inoculum. With supreme
field season is winding
efforts from Emory Simdown for me. This past seamons and Jinx Campbell,
son has been one of the best
all prior issues of the MSA
in recent memory with
Newsletter and Inoculum
much new and interesting
are now available in elecdiversity arriving at my
tronic format on the MSA
doorstep; yes, even in the
website. Many thanks to
Bronx. Despite the long
you both.
history of mycological exOur flagship journal,
ploration in this part of the
Mycologia, has been ably
Roy Halling, President
country, I am continually
piloted by Don Natvig for
amazed by the fresh and
the past four years and has
exciting discoveries from the field and the laboratory.
been managed by Jeff Stone. Don is stepping down as
Likewise, every year, the annual MSA meeting gives us a
Editor-in-Chief and I would like to thank him publicly for
chance to see and hear what others in our profession have
his efforts in getting the journal back on track. Jeff will
that breaks new ground and gives us the opportunity to
take over as the Editor-in-Chief with volume 101. I know
revel in the unique facets of the fungal way of life. I want
that we are all extremely grateful to Jeff for taking on this
to thank Dave Geiser for organizing and overseeing the
task. Armed with his prior experience as Managing Editor
logistics on the Penn State campus, and I offer my thanks
and recently compiled guidelines for fine-tuning the electo Barrie Overton for handling a fine foray. Also, Jo
tronic process, and with unfailing service from the EditoTaylor and her program committee put together a dazrial Board, we can be assured that Mycologia will remain
zling array of stimulating symposia, contributed papers
as fine a journal for fungal biology as can be expected.
and posters, and I take this opportunity to thank them for
MSA is also in good shape since Karen Snetselaar, with
taking it on. As in the past, all is accomplished by the unher background as former MSA Treasurer, has agreed to
selfishness of volunteers from our ranks, and to those who
come in and serve as Managing Editor. I cannot think of
have served on committees, those who continue to do so,
two better qualified people to take on the responsibilities
and to those who agreed to new appointments, the MSA is
of running Mycologia.
extremely grateful. I know that Tom Bruns (Vice PresiFinally, I must thank Cathie Aime, MSA Secretary,
dent) and Rytas Vilgalys (President-elect) will be quite
and Sabine Huhndorf, MSA Treasurer, for their Herpleased to know of your desire to serve the MSA in any
culean efforts at keeping the day-to-day MSA operations
future capacity. For those on specialty committees (Edurunning smoothly and in the black. The coming year porcation, Biodiversity, Culture Collections, Genetics &
tends to be an exciting one and will culminate in a joint
Cell Biology, Phytopathology, Ecology, Environmental
meeting with the Botanical Society of America in SnowHealth & Medical Mycology, and the newly formed
bird, Utah. Marc Cubeta (Program Chair) and Brad
Conservation committee), I am grateful for your willingKropp (local representative) are on top of the situation in
ness to serve the MSA and encourage you to please make
coordinating this event. Please do not hesitate to email or
your talents, insights, and presence known via the MSA
call me with your ideas, suggestions, and concerns. I wish
website capably managed by Kathie Hodge. As a socieyou all the best for the upcoming year.
ty, we have a wealth of knowledge, tips & tricks, proce—Roy Halling
President
dures, and images/videos to serve as general resources
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MSA Secretary’s Email Express

There have been no formal MSA
Council email polls since my last report.

New Members: It is my pleasure to extend
a warm welcome to the following new (or
returning) members. New memberships are
formally approved by the Society at the Annual Business Meeting (which will be next
held at Snowbird, Utah in 2009).
• Singapore: Foong Yee Tham
• Thailand: Pornpimon Athipunyakom
• United States: Anne Elizabeth
Arnold, John M. Donahue, Joao
Kopytowski Filho, Li Guo, Cyd E
Hamilton, Stephanie Michelle Loehr,
Josephine M Moore

Emeritus candidates: I have received one
application for emeritus status by long
standing member Charles C. Bertke (Dora, MO). Emeritus status is conferred upon retired or retiring members
who have at least 15 years good standing with the Society.

Cathie

Deaths: I am saddened to report the recent death of Daniel
Cabral in September 2008. Dr. Cabral was the current

MSA 2008 Annual Reports
OFFICERS

Annual Report of the President
The major goal of increasing the society’s mentor travel funds
this year has been successfully fulfilled. As seen in the report of the
Endowment Committee, Chaired by Betsy Arnold, the number of
mentor travel funds at the $10,000 level has increased from three to
seven with a total increase of $19,678 in contributions for the sixteen mentor travel funds. A new mentor travel fund that honors
Robert L. “Gil” Gilbertson was initiated with a contribution of
$10,000 from Don and Helen Hemmes and a new mentor research
fund that honors medical mycologist John Rippon was initiated
with a $10,500 gift from Tom Volk. The Mentor research funds increased by $12,710. Mel Fuller has suggested that with the approval
of Council the Fuller mentor travel fund be expanded to the
Fuller/Whisler/Emerson mentor travel fund to honor Howard
Whisler and Ralph Emerson and that a portion of the proceeds of
this year’s auction, specifically the proceeds from the Whisler book
collection, be added to this fund.
Jo Taylor and her program committee have done an excellent
job in organizing diverse symposia for the annual meetings that will
be of interest to a wide variety of mycologists. Especially gratifying
is the symposium on the newest techniques in microscopy for visualizing fungal cells. We need to continue to attract the various specialties within mycology and this is a great effort.
As decided at the mid-year meetings, plaques were designed
for this year’s Honorary Members of MSA, Dr. Angela Restrepo
and Dr. Gioconda San-Blas, as well as the honorees from the past
three years, Dr. Franz Oberwinkler, Dr. Michael Wingfield, and Dr.
Jan Stenlid. Plaques were also prepared to honor Don Natvig for his
four years of service as Editor In Chief of Mycologia and for Robert
Gilbertson for his 25 years of service to the society in preparing
plaques for the Distinctions honorees.
Three important positions have been filled as Dr. Jeffrey Stone
8
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President of the Latin American Mycological Association (CLAM).

REMINDER: MSA Directory Update:
Is your information up-to-date in the MSA
directory? The Society is relying more and
more on email to bring you the latest MSA
news, awards announcements and other
timely information, and our newsletter. To
ensure that you receive Society blast
emails and the Inoculum as soon as it
comes out, and so that your colleagues can
keep in touch, please check the accuracy
of your email address and contact information in the online directory. This can be accessed
via
our
web
site
at
www.msafungi.org.
If
you
need
assisAime
tance with updating your membership information, or help with your membership
log-in ID and password, please contact our Association
Manager at Allen Press, the always-helpful Kay Rose at
krose@allenpress.com.

—Cathie Aime
MSA Secretary
maime@agcenter.lsu.edu

has agreed to replace Dr. Don Natvig as Editor-In-Chief of Mycologia, Dr. Karen Snetselaar has agreed to replace Dr. Jeffrey
Stone as Managing Editor of Mycologia, and Dr. Meredith Blackwell has agreed to replace Dr. Don Pfister as chair of the Memorials Committee. All three appointees bring considerable expertise
and experience to their positions. The Society would like to thank
Don Natvig, Jeffrey Stone, and Don Pfister for their years of service to MSA in their respective positions and for their dedication,
perseverance, and high standards.
I would personally like to thank all the officers for their congeniality and deep passion for the Society and for making my year
as president a wonderful experience. Special thanks go to secretary
Cathie Aime who has kept me up to date and assisted me in the
many tasks that come about each year.
—Don E. Hemmes

Annual Report of the President-Elect
Pursuant to a mid-year Executive Council action item (March
2007), a canvassing of Mycologia editors, editorial advisors, and interested others commenced. A Summary of Input document was
drafted in June 2007 based on that effort and presented to the Full
Council of MSA at Baton Rouge (August 2007). Based on input
from that meeting, I initiated a ‘real time’ audit by submitting a
dummy manuscript for purposes of tracking and gauging the efficacy of the Mycologia online manuscript submission process (AllenTrack). Interested participants knew of the experiment and willingly took part [Halling (author and primary auditor); R. Kerrigan
(Assoc Editor); M. Berbee, J. Stone, T. Baroni (Reviewers); D.
Natvig (Editor-in-Chief)]. From November 2007 through January
2008, the electronic manuscript process was monitored. At the end
of three months in the AllenTrack system, the auditing process was
terminated with a revised manuscript at the ‘Ready for Publication’
Continued on following page

stage. A summary of experiences was gathered, summarized and
detailed in a document presented at the March 2008 mid-year Executive Council Meeting in Berkeley. Document was given over to
the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor of Mycologia.
I established contacts for Marc Cubeta and Brad Kropp with
appropriate folks in the Botanical Society of America for purposes
of coordinating joint programs and meeting infrastructure for our
2009 joint annual meetings in Snowbird, Utah. I arranged for Mary
Berbee to meet with representatives of the BSA at their 2008 annual meeting in Vancouver in anticipation of our joint meeting with
BSA in Snowbird. I arranged, with David Geiser’s input, appropriate meeting times at the 2008 annual meeting at Penn State for the
2009 program committee (and BSA representative) and the Mycologia Editorial Board.
—Roy E. Halling

Annual Report of the Vice President
The MSA 2008 Spring ballot was held from 4/29/2008 –
6/20/2008. The following candidates were elected to office: Vice
President - Thomas D. Bruns; Councilor, Systematics/Evolution Jean-Marc Moncalvo; Councilor, Ecology/Pathology - D. Lee Taylor; Councilor, Cell Biology/Physiology - N. Louise Glass; and
Councilor, Genetics/Molecular Biology - Georgiana May. All three
proposed by-laws amendments passed by a wide margin: Amendment 1: Enact changes to the Constitution to adequately describe
the use of electronic media for Society balloting; Amendment 2.
Enact changes to the By-laws to better describe the current constitution and duties of the Research Awards Committee; Amendment
3. Enact changes to the By-laws to create a new committee on Fungal Conservation.
—Rytas Vilgalys

Annual Report of the Secretary
The Secretary’s Midyear report, published in Inoculum 59(4)
summarizes my activities on behalf of the Society from August
2007 to March 2008. Since that time I have:
• Assisted President Don Hemmes at the midyear Executive Council meeting in Berkeley, California on March 29th. Prepared the
Minutes of that meeting [published in Inoculum 59(4)]. The
midyear reports of Council and committees were also edited and
sent for publication in Inoculum 59(4). Among items approved
by Executive Council at the midyear meeting were: 1) the MSA
2007 Executive Council minutes; 2) the awarding of Honorary
Members with a plaque from the Society, including retroactive
presentation of an honorary plaque to members thus awarded
since 2005; 3) wording of proposed bylaws amendments concerning electronic balloting; 4) proposed bylaws amendment to
update the duties and make-up of the Research Awards Committee; 5) the signing of a publisher sharing amendment to the licensing agreement with JSTOR; 6) the signing of a renewal contract with HighWire, and include CrossRef; 7) the signing of the
Allen Press contract renewal; 8) the formation of a fungal Conservation Committee.
• Moderated email correspondence and numerous items of discussion with Full Council and Executive Council including five
email polls, which have been summarized in Inoculum. Council
approved: 1) the nominations of four Honorary Fellows as put
forward by the Honorary Awards Committee chaired by David
McLaughlin; 2) wording of proposed bylaws amendments concerning changes to the Research Awards Committee; 3) wording
of proposed bylaws amendments concerning the formation of an
MSA fungal Conservation Committee; 4) the appointment of Jeffrey Stone as Editor in Chief of Mycologia beginning January
2009; 5) two nominees for the award of Honorary Member 2008
as put forward by the MSA Honorary Awards Committee
chaired by David McLaughlin, which will be put to membership
vote during the Annual Business Meeting and Breakfast of the
2008 Annual Meeting.

• Assisted Vice President Rytas Vilgalys in issuing a call for nominations for society officers, including publication in Inoculum
and notification of members by blast email; researched and drafted three new bylaws to be included on the Spring ballot, which
were subsequently approved by council, and assisted Vice President Vilgalys in preparing and distributing the ballot. After vote
of general membership, updated the Society Bylaws and posted
them on the webpage via Webmaster Hodge.
• Issued a call to all Society Officers, Councilors, committee
chairs and Society representatives for Annual reports and agenda
items in preparation for the Annual Council meeting at Penn
State, 9th August 2008. Worked with President Don Hemmes to
complete the Annual Meeting Agenda. Compiled and edited all
received reports, along with the agenda, updated Society Roster,
updated Constitution and Bylaws, Minutes of the previous
midyear and annual meetings into the Council package for distribution electronically prior to the meeting. Printed copies were
prepared for the Council Meeting.
• Issued a call for MOP revisions to all Society 2007-2008 Roster
members and appointees and have incorporated revisions and
suggestions received to date.
• Prepared agenda for MSA Social and Awards announcements to
be held August 13th. Assisted Awards Coordinator Faye Murrin
in arranging for photographer, presenters, and Committee Chairs
to be present.
• Issued an invitation to all Society volunteers including all Committee members, Council Members, Editorial appointments and
Society Representatives and society guests to the Reception for
Committees to be held on August 11th in Baton Rouge.
• Assisted President Hemmes in preparing the agenda for the Annual Business Meeting to be held on August 13th at Penn State.
Assisted Awards Coordinator Faye Murrin, President Hemmes
and President-Elect Roy Halling in ensuring that plaques and
certificates of appreciation were prepared for Awards winners
and that Committee Chairs were present to give out Distinctions
and Honorary Awards. Prepared lists of 125 new or returning
members and six members requesting Emeritus Status for approval by the MSA membership. The applications for emeritus
membership were received from: Jack Fell, Key Biscayne, FL;
Charles Mims, Athens, GA; Hansjorg Prillinger, Vienna, Austria; F. Brent Reeves, Ft. Collins, CO; Richard Roeper, Richmond, IN; Kazumasa Yokoyama, Shiga Pref., Japan.
• Received with great sadness reports of the deaths of the following MSA members and/or noted mycologists over the past year:
Gladys E. Baker, one of the namesakes of the MSA MartinBaker Award; long time MSA member Howard Clinton Whisler
in September 2007; marine mycologist Sam Meyers on Nov. 2,
2007; noted “mushroom guru” Sam Ristich on February 11,
2008; MSA Past President and former Mycologia Editor-inChief Margret Barr Bigelow on April 1, 2008; and MSA Honorary Member Emil Müller also on April 1, 2008.
• Prepared two Email Express columns for publication in Inoculum. Columns included names of new members and emeritus
candidates as supplied monthly by Kay Rose of Allen Marketing
and Management, and summaries of Council activities.
• Mediated an order by the American Phytopathological Society
for one-time rental of the MSA membership mailing list.
• Assisted Awards Coordinator Faye Murrin in preparing a new
timeline and schedule of deadlines for the five MSA Awards
Committees.
• Monitored and approved the sending of blast emails to the Society members through Kay Rose at Allen Marketing and Management. These included: 1) MSA Call for Council Nominations;
2) MSA Awards 2008 – Call for Nominations and Applications;
3) MSA Call for Symposia Proposals; 4) MSA Awards Reminder - Nominations and Applications; 5) 2008 MSA Spring
Ballot Vote and reminder; 6) MSA Annual Meeting AnnounceContinued on following page
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•

•

•

•

ment and reminders; 7) Fungal Photo Contest at Penn State MSA
Meeting Announcement and reminder; 9) MSA Call for Auction
Items; 10) MSA Distinctions Awards Announcement.
Prepared a list of Roster vacancies needing filling for PresidentElect Roy Halling.
Assisted Kay Rose in preparing and approving the 2009 Mycologia renewal campaign.
Responded and research numerous items, including updating
items in Inoculum and on the Society Webpages for the Membership Committee; researching all deceased members and the
status of the memorials for the Memorials Committee; researching past Karling Lecturers for the Karling Committee; researching the status of previous Honorary Members for the Honorary
Awards Committee and sending updates to Webmaster Kathie
Hodge.
Responded to routine and sometimes not-so-routine correspondence,
both email and snail mail, on a wide variety of issues from Council,
members, and non-Society members. In all, processed more than
1000 emails related to MSA business since my midyear report, bringing the yearly total to close approximately 3000.

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Members
94875
96277
101992
89971
83339

Subscriptions
151671
156574
142756
170910
197282

Pub
costs

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

64965
36035
49375
76580
66022

Meeting Income
Registration 2007 meeting
Total Meeting Income

Meeting Expense

2007 Annual Meeting
Total Meetings

Income

Contributions*
25479
37753
24912
35975
36028

Investment
18478
21113
23714
31109

9692
44
3300
0
0

426578
299884
348838
318930
336712

Meeting Finances

5,114.00
$5,114.00

55,218.17
$55,218.17
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Aug. 1, 2006 - July 31, 2007
Meeting Income
Registration 2007 meeting
Total Meeting Income

Meeting Expense
2006 annual meeting
2007 Annual Meeting
Total Meetings

Meeting

8085
10222
11498
22356

1618
8869
3551
91055
5114

All
other

36377
4666
12456
4132
55218

Total expense

FY08 to date

FMV
adj

Meeting**

Income vs Expenses

365171
366843
357798
517956
387785

Aug. 1, 2007 - March 21, 2008

Continued on following page

Symposium

20837
25760
27665
2800
20600

Total income

Annual Report of the Treasurer
General financial situation: The balance sheet at the end of
fiscal year (FY) 2008 (31 July 2008) shows total assets of $854,352,
an increase of $62,630 over the previous year. The increase is due
to an increase in subscription costs, good publication income (i.e.
page charges), strong endowment contributions and strong investment income. The majority of the 2007 meeting income was received and tracked as income in FY07 and the expenses were paid
in FY08. The costs for this year’s meeting will be paid in FY09.

Expenses

Awards*

349919
255172
292644
297151
243725

2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

10

Pub
income

I would like to thank everyone who volunteers their time and
expertise in various ways to the MSA. I am especially grateful to
David Geiser, Local Arrangements Organizer of this year’s Annual
Meeting at Penn State, John Taylor and Tom Bruns who hosted Executive Council at the Mid-Year meetings in Berkeley this past year,
and the MSA Executive Council and Mycologia EIC and ME, who
are all so dedicated to keeping our Society vibrant and relevant.
—M. Catherine Aime

9753
14242
12773
14847
17169

Profit

-61407
66959
8960
199026
51073

FY07

765.00
85,176.00
$85,941.00
2,785.40
1,347.00
$4,132.40

Meeting finances: For the 2007 meeting in Baton Rouge,
MSA showed a net profit of $34,489.83. This follows two years of
net losses on the meetings where we met with other groups. In fiscal year 2008 despite the meeting being organized by the MSA, we
do not expect to make any profit. We hope to eliminate any net loss
by adequately anticipating expenses.
Membership: At the end of fiscal 2008, membership numbers
and subscription numbers were slightly down. For FY08, membership dollars dropped by approximately $6600, but subscription dollars were quite strong, increasing by approximately $26,000. This
follows last year’s FY07 decrease in member dollars of $12,000 and
increase in subscription dollars of $28,000. For a second year, the increase in subscription rates is allowing us to stay ahead financially.
Endowment Finances: The endowment contributions continue to be strong. The newly established John Rippon Graduate Research Award was opened with a donation by Tom Volk of $10,000
plus $500 for the first award to be given this year. The Gilbertson
Travel Fund will show on the books as beginning in FY09.
—Sabine Huhndorf

Annual Report of the Past President
The primary role of the Past President is to provide continuity
for MSA operations. In addition to this I followed up on some of the
initiatives that I spearheaded during my term as President, including promoting the establishment of a Conservation Committee. As
has been the recent trend, I rotated onto the Nominations Committee that is primarily composed of former MSA presidents.
—Gregory M. Mueller

PUBLICATIONS

Annual Report of the
Managing Editor of Mycologia
Production schedule: Mycologia remains about 1 month behind its normal production schedule. Issue 100(2), was released online May 30, Issue 100(3) should be released by late July, and
100(4) is in final preparation. Last year the first issue of Volume 99
was not released until June. Don Natvig, Jerry Hebert, Mitch DonoContinued on following page

Income by Category

Membership and subscription income in dollars
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hue, and Keith Parsons at Allen Press have been working very diligently to get Mycologia back on schedule.
Volume 99 comprised 100 articles and a total of 962 pages,
which is somewhat fewer pages than the preceding three years. Volume 98 had 1106 pages, Volume 97 had 1381 pages and Vol. 96
had 1430. The target number of pages per issue is 200, or 1200
pages per Volume. Volumes 98 and 99 were both somewhat less at
188 and 164 pages, respectively. Now that Mycologia is back on its
regular production schedule, efforts should focus on increasing the
number of pages per issue to a target of 200. Print publication costs
for Volume 98 were $142,918, or about $128 per manuscript page,
costs for Volume 99 were $115,084, of about $120 per manuscript
page. The costs for Volume 98 largely reflect the larger size of the
Deep Hypha issue [98(6)]. Publication costs of this issue were offset by page charges and color illustration fees from the NSF Deep
Hypha grant.
Manuscript submissions have continued at about the same rate
since 2005. 210 new manuscripts were submitted in 2005, and 193
in both 2006 and 2007. 119 papers have been submitted as of July
20, 2008, which is a little less than for the same months in previous
years.
JSTOR: JSTOR completed the scanning of all back issues of
Mycologia and added Mycologia to its Biological Sciences II collection in March, 2007. Fully searchable electronic text of all articles published in Mycologia, including the Journal of Mycology
(from 1885), can now be accessed through the JSTOR website
[http://jstor.org] through institutional libraries that are JSTOR
members. Mycologia content will be continually added to the
JSTOR collection with a moving wall of three years. Currently Volumes 94 - 96 are available through both HighWire
and JSTOR.
JSTOR shares its revenue from participating libraries with its hosted journals based on the total
30
number of pages archived for the journal. The MSA
received its first revenue sharing payment from
JSTOR for $5,876.48 in February, 2008. This repre25
sents revenue sharing of $3,876.48, plus $2,000 for
being a JSTOR participating publisher having a
moving wall of less than five years (Mycologia is20
sues are added to JSTOR after 3 years). The MSA
will continue to receive annual income from JSTOR
as a participating publisher.
15
MSA members who do not have institutional
access to JSTOR through their library can access
10
Mycologia back content via the Mycologia main
page at HighWire Press. The Mycologia main page
at HighWire has been updated to authenticate MSA
5
members to enable them access the JSTOR content.
Jan
Instructions are given on the login page for mem12
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bers to activate their individual Mycologia subscription or retrieve username and password. Access is
simple and easy, and the quality of the JSTOR pdfs
is excellent. Many MSA members have been using
JSTOR to access older issues of Mycologia. If you
have not yet tried this, please check it out!
Print back issues: The availability of all Mycologia back content as digital files on JSTOR makes
archiving of print back issues at Allen Press unnecessary. Last year it was agreed that after Jan 2008, all
Mycologia issues older than ten years would no
longer be warehoused at Allen Press. This will result
in some savings to the society, as we are charged for
storage of the inventory of back issues. Allen Press
has been instructed to recycle all back issues of Mycologia older than 10 years. The MSA member website hosted by Allen Press will be updated to reflect
the availability of back issues for sale.
Page charges: Mycologia has come to increasingly rely on voluntary payment of page charges to
cover its publication costs. Although payment of page charges is
“voluntary”, about half the pages published in Mycologia are supported by page charges. This trend has remained relatively constant
for Volumes 98 and 99. Issue 6 of Volume 98 (the Deep Hypha
issue) is not included in the Volume 98 summary because full page
charges were paid by the Deep Hypha NSF grant. Costs for print
publication for Volumes 98 and 99 averaged about $120 per manuscript page. The current page charge fee of $70 per page is roughly
58% of the actual print publication cost (the additional cost of online publication was not considered). This probably represents a
reasonable compromise between making the journal available to authors regardless of ability to pay full page charges and the economic necessities of recovering page charges to offset publication costs.
Subscription rates: Beginning with Volume 98 (2006), subscription rates have been increased by about 15% annually to reach
a target of $325/350 by Volume 101. This is projected to bring the
income from institutional subscriptions for Mycologia to balance
the costs of production. Subscription rates for Volume 100 were increased by 15% in accordance with this plan.
NYBG list: Under the terms of the 1999 agreement between
the MSA and the New York Botanical Garden, by which the MSA
took over ownership of Mycologia, the MSA agreed to provide 93
gratis subscriptions to the NYBG library exchange program for ten
years. This provision of the separation agreement will expire in
2009. We will be negotiating terms for converting subscriptions in
the exchange program with the NYBG to paid institutional subscriptions in the coming year.
Continued on following page

Manuscript Submissions by Month 2005-2008

2005

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

2006

Jun

Jul

2007

Aug

2008

Sep

Oct

AVG

Nov

Dec

# PAGES

TOTAL PAGE CHARGES

Color costs: Costs associated with publishing
VOLUME 99 PAGE CHARGES
color figures in Mycologia are coming under control. The Mycologia editorial office and Keith Par9000
140
sons at Allen Press are catching most unintentional
paid pages
color illustrations early in the manuscript submis8000
gratis pages
120
sion process, and working with authors to reduce the
Total page charges
7000
unnecessary use of color in illustrations. This has
100
greatly helped reduce publication costs associated
6000
with color illustrations. We also have been working
80
5000
with Allen Press to ensure that color figures are approved for publication only if authors agree to pay
4000
60
the color publication fee ($800/color plate) or request the fee waiver under the MSA policy of pro3000
40
viding one free color illustration per year to MSA
2000
members. Additional options available to save on
color costs are to offer authors the option of pub20
1000
lishing figures in grayscale in print and online in
color, at no charge.
0
0
99-2
99-3
99-4
99-5
99-6
99-1
An additional useful tool that is now available
through Allen Press is their “VeriFig” utility, which
checks illustrations for file compatibility and resoNumber of paid and gratis pages per issue,
lution. Figure remakes at the proof stage are expenand total page charge payments for Volume 99.
sive, and if figures of low resolution are not identified until the proof stage, urgent emails and
MycoBank: Pedro Crous, President of the IMA, sent a letter
inconvenience to authors are necessary to prevent delays in producdated March 8, 2008 to Mycologia and to other journals requesting
tion. The VeriFig tool is now being used for quality control checkthat the deposit of new names of fungi in MycoBank be made a reing of figures at the manuscript revision stage and is helping to inquirement for publication of all papers describing new species. This
dentify figure problems at an early stage.
request has also been supported in a letter by John Taylor dated
HighWire Press: Several new features have been installed to
June 18, 2008. Deposit of new names of fungi in MycoBank is now
enhance Mycologia online. Papers submitted to Mycologia are now
being required by several Mycological Journals. The necessity of
automatically assigned a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) that proimposing the requirement for MycoBank deposits a condition for
vides a permanent reference for digital resources on the web. The
publication is justified as providing access to nomenclatural inforunique DOI for each article is now listed in the online table of conmation in a public database similar to sequence data in GenBank
tents and also at the top of the page below the main menu bar for
and TreeBASE, and as a way to simplify tracking new names. Dethe HTML full text version of each paper. The DOIs are linked auposit of new names in MycoBank will also be considered as a new
tomatically through CrossRef, a nonprofit organization that regisrequirement for valid publication at the next International Mycoters and links DOIs for scholarly publications [www.crossref.org].
logical Congress (2010) to be proposed at the next International
The MSA is also now a member of CrossRef. Hyperlinks to referBotanical Congress (2012).
ences listed in the literature cited section of Mycologia papers that
A quick and informal survey suggests that many taxonomists
have assigned DOIs can now be used to directly link to cited work
are making use of MycoBank as a very useful source of nomenclatvia CrossRef, allowing rapid and convenient access to citations by
ural information. Most taxonomists are already submitting new
readers. Archived Mycologia papers in JSTOR are also linked via
names to MycoBank, regardless of the requirement for publication.
CrossRef via DOIs.
The MycoBank submission process is very simple, fast and conExample:
venient. None of the taxonomists I contacted thought that requiring
Sites JW, Marshall JC. 2003. Delimiting species: a renMycoBank submission for new names would cause great inconvenaissance issue in systematic biology. Trend Ecol Evol
ience. The current system of cataloging new fungal names is hap18:462–470.[CrossRef]
hazard and chaotic, and has always been so. Mycologia should supA “cover-to-cover” feature was installed on the Mycologia
port MycoBank’s efforts to bring more order and stability to fungal
HighWire site, beginning with Volume 99. This provides links to
nomenclature.
non-article Mycologia content, such as the cover illustrations, as
I propose that Mycologia adopt the following addition to its Inhigh resolution pdf files. The Mycologia home page hosted by
structions to Authors:
HighWire now also has hyperlinks to the 50 most read and most
New taxa, keys and formal descriptions
cited Mycologia papers (among HighWire Press hosted journals).
Authors are urged to deposit voucher specimens and culMycologia met its $1500 reserve for pay per view articles
downloaded from HighWire Press in January 2008. As a result, the
tures in public herbaria and culture collections, citing these
MSA will now share (50/50) with HighWire the revenue from pay
in the paper. For papers describing new species or creating
per view downloads. HighWire will provide quarterly payments.
new combinations, new names must be deposited with MyThere were about 60 ppv transactions for 2007, so this is not likely
coBank (www.mycobank.org). The MycoBank accession
to be a large source of income for Mycologia.
number should be listed in the nomenclature, immediately
2007 Impact factor: Thompson Scientific has released its jourfollowing the new name. MycoBank numbers must be obnal statistics for 2007, including the so called “impact factor”. Mytained before the final acceptance of the paper.
cologia’s 2007 impact factor increased from 2006 (1.574) to 1.808,
—Jeff Stone
apparently reflecting an increase in Mycologia’s impact of about
15%. The impact factor is the ratio of the number of citations of arAnnual Report of the Inoculum Editor
ticles published in Mycologia in the previous two years (434 in
This is my second year as editor of Inoculum. My first issue
2005 & 2006) to the total number of articles published during those
was 58(1) which came out January 1, 2007. Production continues to
years (240). Mycologia’s impact factor ranked 8th among the 19
be under the management of Production Manager, Robyn Hearn,
mycology journals currently tracked by Thompson Scientific.
Continued on following page
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and his team at MSU. I have started to make some changes to the
format and overall look of Inoculum, which I hope everyone likes.
Production: Production of Inoculum was $4000 for the FY
2008, and this was carried out at MSU. Inoculum is published six
times a year in odd numbered months (January, March, May, July,
September, November). The deadline for submitting is the 15th of
even numbered months: February, April, June, August, October, except December, which is the 10th. Inoculum goes on-line on the
MSA website around the first of the month (odd number months)
and is in full color. Printing of Inoculum has been reduced to 108
copies for those members who do not have web access. The hard
copy of Inoculum is in black and white and is mailed around 7-10
days after the on-line version goes live. This delay is to ensure that
any errors that make it into the on-line version get corrected before
it is printed. Printing and mailing is carried out at MSU and costs
for FY 2008 were $480 for printing and $1,250 for mailing.
Journal workload: Each issue of Inoculum for FY 2008 averaged 31 pages. Regular sections in each issue include MSA Business, with a message from the President and the Secretary, and Mycologist’s Bookshelf, which contains reviews of newly published
books. Additionally Inoculum publishes news about upcoming
symposia, conferences and workshops, and circulates information
on awards, nominations, endowments and honors. Presently, there
is a feature article on the front page, but my intent is to encourage
publication of short articles in Inoculum. In edition 58(3) a new section entitled “Take a Break” was introduced. This includes a regular Crossword feature, submitted each month by Juliet Pendray who
is a member of the Vancouver Mycological Society in Canada, and
a Cookery Corner, with menus submitted by many MSA mushroom
cooks. From edition 58(4) the title “Inoculum” on the first page
went color. In 2007 it was sky blue. In 2008 from edition 59(1) it is
sea green. From issue 59(2) there is an expanded list of contents.
This list is hyperlinked so you can click on the article you want to
read and jump straight to it. No more scrolling through looking for
a specific page! Clicking on the title of the article then returns you
to the first page. Also all web sites are hyperlinked so you can click
on them direct from Inoculum and be taken through cyberspace to
the webpage directly. Additionally, email addresses were hyperlinked so one click on those will open up a new mail message window with the recipient’s address.
Page Charges: We do not have page charges for submission to
Inoculum. There are no plans to introduce these.
Color Illustrations: Color illustrations are encouraged now
that we have an on-line only format.
Archives: Currently a project is underway to archive all editions of Inoculum from its first edition in 1950 up to 2001 when Inoculum went on line. These back issues will be converted to PDF
and made available online for all MSA members to have access to
our rich mycological history. I had an intern, a junior at Ocean
Springs High School, working on this in the Spring semester, and
presently I have an undergraduate student from the University of
Southern Mississippi who is finishing the project.
Inoculum MOP: There are no changes for the MOP.
—Jinx Campbell

Annual Report of the Inoculum Book Review Editor
Everything with the book reviews is going really well. The
MSA members are very responsive and conscientious about writing
the reviews. I enjoy this small contribution to the MSA!
—Amy Rossman

MSA STANDING COMMITTEES

Annual Report of the Webmaster
In Fall 2007 the MSA website (MSAfungi.org) was redesigned
and transitioned to a new hosting provider (Lunarpages.com) and a
new content management system (Wordpress). The change went
fairly smoothly, and I believe the site is easier to manage than it has
been in the past. It will always be a work in progress.
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Jobs and news items are received by the Webmaster and posted to the latest version of the MSA bulletin board, to which one can
subscribe via an RSS newsfeed. This service appears to be appreciated by both MSA members and nonmembers. It is hard to estimate
the success of the newsfeed, but anecdotal reports suggest that jobs
have been filled as a result of the MSA posting. Inoculum is now
published online and is available to all as PDF files via the website.
The website could provide more information than it currently
does, and a more graceful connection to the business office site at
Allen Press would be appreciated by many members. In the past, the
MSA site has included image galleries, teaching exercises, and the
MSA slide collection. These resources are now either located elsewhere or inactive. I would appreciate suggestions on other kinds of
resources the website could usefully provide.
—Kathie Hodge

Annual Report of the Endowment Committee
The MSA Endowment Committee is composed of A. Elizabeth
(Betsy) Arnold (chair), Tom Harrington (ex officio, past chair), Don
Hemmes, Fred Spiegel, Karen Hughes, and Sabine Huhndorf (ex
officio, treasurer).
This fiscal year, which commenced August 1, 2007, has seen
significant growth in the MSA Endowment. As of 1 July 2008, our
endowment total is $506,310, representing an increase from
$457,082 since July 2007 (a one-year increase of $49,228). We cannot thank our donors enough: members, friends, and business
donors, we are exceptionally grateful for your support.
Our Mentor Travel Funds have benefited greatly from the generosity of our society, with $21,876 in donations received in
FY2008. Twelve Mentor Travel Awards were given in 2008, representing an increase of one award over 2007, and an increase of three
awards over 2006. These awards are instrumental in supporting student participation in our annual meetings and are a terrific way to
honor our mentors, mycological forbearers, and next-generation
mycologists. Please consider donating to our Mentor Travel funds –
and thank you to all who have done so!
Two special donations to our Mentor Travel funds are of particular note, and exceptional thanks are due in each case. First, a
much-appreciated group of anonymous donors provided $3000 as a
means to bolster as many funds as possible, with the special goal of
helping some funds exceed the $10,000 mark. Thank you to our
anonymous donors for this thoughtful and wonderfully generous
gift.
Second, we extend our most sincere gratitude to Don and
Helen Hemmes, who have established – and provided the initial
funds for — the new Robert L. Gilbertson Mentor Travel Fund. Don
and Helen have a long history of invaluable service to our society.
For all of their generosity, and for this truly exceptional gift, we are
tremendously grateful.
In addition, our research and lecture funds have grown considerably. Special thanks are due to Tom Volk, who made an exceptionally generous donation of $10,500 to establish the John W. Rippon Research Award. I also extend our sincere thanks for the
generous donations provided by numerous members and friends of
our society to particular award funds.
As of July 25, 2008, our total for the Restricted Endowment
(sum of our Mentor Travel funds and Research and Lecture Funds)
is $295,427, reflecting an increase of $34,606 since the start of
FY2008.
In addition to significant growth in the Restricted Endowment,
our society’s Uncommitted Endowment has had a strong year,
Continued on following page

growing from $196,261 at
the close of FY2007 to a
Donations
Mentor Travel Funds
End of
Balance,
FY2007
FY2008 25 July 2008*
current total of $210,883 (a
Constantine J. Alexopoulos Travel Fund
9750
+270
10020
one-year
increase
of
Alma Whiffen Barksdale/John P. Raper Travel Fund
4519
+1181
5700
$14,622). This growth reMargaret Barr Bigelow Travel Fund
9313
+1087
10400
flects our membership’s
Howard E. Bigelow Travel Fund
9163
+1437
10600
very active participation in
Edward E. Butler Travel Fund
8127
+373
8500
the 2007 auction, which –
William C. Denison Travel Fund
10484
+50
10534
with T-shirt sales — generHarry Morton Fitzpatrick Travel Fund
7293
+1007
8300
ated almost $10,000, as well
3121
+982
Melvin S. Fuller Travel Fund
4103
as the generous donations of
Robert L. Gilbertson Travel Fund
0
+10,000
10000
many members and friends.
Richard P. Korf Travel Fund
7277
+340
7617
Everett S. Luttrell Travel Fund
10004
+700
10704
Special thanks are due to our
Orson K. Miller Travel Fund
11982
+1618
13600
auctioneers
outstanding
Harry D. Thiers Travel Fund
5560
+707
6267
from the 2007 meeting in
James
M.
Trappe
Travel
Fund
5586
+1814
7400
Baton Rouge (led by David
Francis A. (Bud) Uecker Travel Fund
4440
+210
4650
Geiser), and to Meredith
Kenneth Wells Travel Fund
3700
+100
3800
Blackwell and the local orTotals
110,319
21,876
132,195
ganizing committee for their
tremendous help in making
the evening a success.
Thanks to Cara Gibson for
Research and Lecture Funds
End of
Donations
Balance,
her T-shirt design, to Karen
FY2007
FY2008
25
July 2008
Snetselaar for her hard work
Constantine J. Alexopoulos Prize Fund
18009
+130
18139
in rounding up auction payMyron P. Backus Award Fund
22998
+1100
24098
ments, and to those who doGeorge W. Martin/Gladys E. Baker Research Fund
50523
+750
51273
nated a spectacularly rich
John Rippon Graduate Research Award
0
+10500
10500
array of mycological items
Clark T. Rogerson Fund
23126
+150
23276
to the auction effort.
Alexander H. & Helen V. Smith Fund
25459
+50
25509
John S. Karling Annual Lecture Fund
10062
+50
10112
We are mobilizing for
Undergraduate Research Award
325
0
325
the 2008 auction and hope to
Total
Mentor
Research
Funds
150,502
12730
163,232
have a similarly exciting and
successful event at our upcoming meeting in Univera total of $100,000. The MSA has only purchased FDIC insured
sity Park. In advance, we sincerely thank David Geiser and the orCDs, and we are careful to not exceed the insured limit of $100,000,
ganizing committee for already contributing to our fundraising
so the MSA will recover its funds; a claim has been submitted
efforts for the coming fiscal year: David and his team assisted greatthrough our representative at Wachovia.
ly in arranging T-shirts and they’ve been receiving auction items on
The market values of the Endowment and operating accounts
the society’s behalf. We thank Jinx Campbell, too, for coordinating
also reflect reduced values of the mutual funds that until June, 2008
this year’s T-shirt design competition.
had been growing steadily and helping to offset the relatively low
On behalf of the Endowment Committee, I extend sincere
interest rates available from fixed income securities. Between May
thanks to all who have donated to these funds, and to all who have
and July, 2008, the portion of the Endowment invested in mutual
supported our efforts to keep the MSA Endowment healthy and acfunds was reduced in value by $19,401 and in the Operating fund
tively growing.
by $8,167 (note that these are unrealized losses). This is another re—Betsy Arnold, Chair
minder that “market corrections” occur and we need to limit our risk
exposure. These investments are intended to be held for long term,
Annual Report of the Finance Committee
and fluctuations in value are expected. Fortunately we have sold
This is a preliminary report for fiscal year 2008, which ends
shares in the mutual funds periodically to lock in capital gains.
July 31, 2008. Because we will not receive July statements for our
The total market value of the MSA investment portfolio as of
accounts before the annual meeting, this report will include projecJuly 17, 2008 was $708,709. Assets included in the total are the Entions for July.
dowment Account with a (market) value of $496,605 and Operating
Recent events in the financial markets have adversely affected
Account with a (market) value of $212,104. Current market values
the MSA portfolio and provided a strong reminder for the necessifor investments like bonds and CDs can differ from face value dety of a conservative investment strategy. But even a conservative
pending on market fluctuations. The current market values reflect
strategy does not completely isolate the MSA from risk. Bank cerdeclines in values of mutual funds as a result of current stock martificates of deposit are generally considered one of the most secure
ket declines in all sectors. One year ago, the values of the two actypes of investment, and in recent years CDs have increased in our
counts were $491,246 and $213,503, respectively. It is noteworthy
portfolio because of both favorable interest rates and the desire to
that the value of the Endowment account exceeded $500,000 for the
maximize income from reserves held in the operating account.
first time earlier this year, and was as much as $516,000 before the
However, even CDs are not completely secure and recently a bank
stock market cooled and its value has now dropped to below
from which we owned a CD went into receivership as a casualty of
the ongoing real estate debacle. CDs are insured by the FDIC up to
Continued on following page
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$500,000. Nevertheless an imSummary of MSA investments as of July 18, 2008
portant milestone has been
crossed, and the Endowment
Operating Account
Value
Avg yield
Est Ann. Income
value will recover over time.
Mutual Funds
The strategy of the finance
Fundamental Investors
$83,735
1.24
1,070
committee has been to invest
Certificates of deposit (market value)
95,000
3.91
3,712
MSA assets in conservative
Cash
33,350
1.34
447
fixed income securities (US
Total Account Value
$212,085*
$5,229
Treasury Notes and FDIC insured CDs) in combination with
Endowment Account
Mutual Funds
conservatively managed mutual
Capital Income Builder
$120,264
3.64
4,377
funds to generate both current
Income Fund of America
119,796
4.53
5,426
income and capital appreciaUS Treasury Notes (face value)
90,000
4.55
4,212
tion. In recent years, certificates
Certificates
of
Deposit
(face
value)
120,000
3.64
4,372
of deposit have offered more atMoney Market
45,052
1.34
603
tractive returns than US TreasTotal Account Value
$495,112*
$18,990
ury notes. Consequently, as
Total Portfolio Value
$707,197*
$24,219
some of our older long-term
Treasury notes have matured,
*account totals differ from market values given in narrative because face value of CDs
the principal has been reinvestand Treasury notes are used here.
ed in six- or twelve-month CDs,
rather than five-year Treasuries.
The continuing challenge
Annual Report of the Membership Committee
is to maximize income from MSA investments sufficient to sustain
The following chart presents the latest membership numbers,
MSA Endowment supported programs at their current levels. This
as received from Kay Rose at Allen Press. The downward trend in
challenge is becoming increasingly difficult as interest rates decline
regular members is most concerning. Unfortunately, there does not
in the current year. Interest rates available for T notes and CDs have
seem to be any one major reason that we are losing members, at
declined by about 2 full percentage points in the past 6 months, and
least no reason that is easily discernable. The Membership Comeven lower rates of interest appear likely over the next year. As T
mittee will be refocusing our efforts in the coming year, especially
notes and CDs mature, we have to exchange securities paying
on recruiting/retaining regular members.
around 5.5% for ones that yield about 3.5%. So although the En—Maren Klich, Chair
dowment is growing, the available income for MSA programs is decreasing as we are forced to lock into much lower interest rates over
2006
2007
2008
the near term. A strategy to help offset this has been to invest in
Associate members
38
43
38
Emeritus
160
158
162
conservatively managed mutual funds for a balance of current inHonorary
25
25
25
come and capital appreciation. Because of the risk exposure of even
Life
68
69
70
conservative mutual funds, the amount of the MSA portfolio inMember
734
721
661
vested in this way is necessarily limited.
Family
10
8
4
Currently the total MSA portfolio managed by Wachovia SeStudent
135
160
139
curities includes $384,914 in cash and fixed income securities, or
about 54% of total assets. This sum includes $90,000 (face value)
in US Treasury notes (average yield 4.6%), $215,000 (face value)
MSA ROTATING COMMITTEES: AWARDS
in six- to twelve- month CDs (average yield 4.23%), and $323,795
Annual Report of the Honorary
or about 46% of total assets, in three mutual funds, comprising
Awards Committee
$119,796 (17% of total) invested in Income Fund of America,
We had four nominations for MSA Fellow. These were all ap$120,264 (17% of total) in Capital Income Builder Fund, and
proved by the committee and forwarded to MSA Council, which
$83,735 (12% of total) in Fundamental Investors Fund. The Income
also approved the nominees: Mary Berbee, David Hibbett, Joyce
Fund of America currently pays a dividend of 4.5%, Capital Income
Longcore, and Tom Volk.
Builder currently pays a dividend of 3.6%, and Fundamental InThere were several nominations for Honorary Member. Two of
vestors pays a dividend of 1.24%. By investing in conservatively
these were approved by the committee and sent forward to MSA Counmanaged mutual funds, the goal of the Finance Committee has been
cil, which approved: Drs. Gioconda San-Blas and Angela Restrepo.
to offset low interest rates on fixed income securities with comThe committee chair requested that the Honorary Members list
bined equity growth and dividends. As the value of the mutual
on the MSA website be reorganized into two categories, current and
funds has increased, we have periodically sold shares to lock in capdeceased honorary members. Webmaster Kathie Hodge has made
ital gains and to maintain the amount of MSA assets invested in muthese changes and it is now possible to determine readily the numtual funds at less than 50% of the total portfolio.
ber of current Honorary Members. This number is needed as the
Finance Committee members are: Jeff Stone (Chair), Tim BaMSA bylaws specify the total number that are permitted. In the uproni, Karen Snetselaar, Sabine Huhndorf, ex officio, and Don
dating we discovered that we have more openings than we realized.
Hemmes, ex officio.
The committee would appreciate receiving more nominations for
—Jeff Stone, Chair
these awards in the future.
—David J. McLaughlin, Chair
Continued on following page
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Annual Report of the Mentor
Student Travel Awards
There were eighteen (18) applications submitted. Funding was
available for twelve (12) students at five hundred dollars ($500)
each. As usual it was difficult to select award winners as all applicants seemed deserving; committee members Geml, Kennedy and
Mata followed posted guidelines to rank applicants. Award winners
and their advisors were notified via email 14 April 2008, with a letter being sent later to clarify information about the award. Also,
non-winners (and advisors) were notified electronically.
Below is a listing of the mentor awards available this year and
the student who was selected for each.
—Elizabeth M. Frieders, Chair
Annual Report of the Distinctions Committee
Nominees: The nomination deadline was Feb. 15, 2007.
Alexopoulos Award: We considered three nominees. Two
nominations were carried forward from previous years, one new
nominee in 07/08.
Distinguished Mycologist: Four nominees considered, one
new in 07/08 and three nominees carried forward from past years.
Weston Award: Five nominees, two new in 07/08 and three
carried forward.
Berbee notified nominators from previous years that they
could update nomination files, if they wished to do so. Several took
up this offer.
The files were complete and updated by the beginning of March.

Available
Mentor Awards

CJ Alexopoulos

Student
Awardee

Most of the nominators succeeded in supplying the nomination materials in a single PDF file. However, materials provided in other formats did not present any particular problems and Berbee recommends
accepting materials in text files, Microsoft Office formats, and multiple PDF files, as long as committee members can accept these standard formats. Instead of requesting that nominators send files to each
committee member, Berbee uploaded all nomination materials onto a
password protected website (see text that follows.)
Berbee notified nominators when files were received.
Files: We made downloading of nomination files as convenient as possible for committee members. Berbee put complete sets
of files for each nominee on a web server at the University of
British Columbia, with help from the UBC Department of Botany
Information Technology support technician.
Berbee made a folder containing nomination material for each
nominee and posted both an archived, compressed version of the
folder, as well as a non-archived folder. Each folder contained a
‘readme’ file containing a checklist of files included in each nomination package. She provided information on how to access the files
to each committee member and verified by e-mail that each member could access the files.
Selection: Each committee member reviewed the files and
provided Berbee with preliminary rankings (1, 2, 3 etc) by a midMarch internal deadline. Berbee then collated the preliminary rankings and circulated these for discussion and for comment. After the
Continued on following page

MSA Mentor Awards

Brendan Hodkinson

Title

Lichen-associated non-photobiont bacteria:
the third symbiont?

A Barksdale/ JR Raper

D. Rabern Simmons

Diversity within the genus Powellomyces
(Spizellomycetales, Chytridiomycota)

H Bigelow

Mary Jane (MJ) Epps

Patterns of Diversity and Host Visitation among
Mushroom-Inhabiting Beetles

M Barr-Bigelow

Marion Andrew

EE Butler

Geromy Moore

RP Korf

Jana U’Ren

HM Fitzpatrick

Michelle Hersh

Molecular phylogeny of pathogenicity-related genes
and the evolution of necrotrophic parasitism in the Sclerotiniaceae

Geographic-specific patterns of recombination in the aflatoxin
gene cluster of Aspergillus flavus

Effects of fungal and oomycete pathogens on seedling recruitment
in a temperate mixed hardwood forest

Evolutionary relationships of endophytic, endolichenic
and saprotrophic fungi in the Chiricahua Mountains

HD Thiers

Todd Osmundson

Systematics of Tylopilus Karst. (Boletaceae): biogeographic
and evolutionary insights

WC Denison

Douglas Eudy

Biogeographic Variation in the Dark Septate Endophyte Communities
of Blue Grama (Bouteloua gracilis) across Central North America

JM Trappe

ES Luttrell

OK Miller, Jr.

Megan Saunders

Tami McDonald

Christopher Crabtree

Elucidating biotic factors that influence assembly of fungal
endophyte communities

Epigenetics of the lichen symbiosis

1) Association of macrofungal species and assemblages with vascular
plant communities at Ha Ha Tonka State Park, Missouri. 2) Important
soil attributes associated with macrofungi and vascular plants among
terrestrial natural communities at Ha Ha Tonka State Park, Missouri
Inoculum 59(6), November 2008
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period of emailed discussion and comment, committee members
participated in a final ranking of nominees in each category by a
March 28 deadline. The most highly ranked nominee was selected
for an award. For the Weston award, two candidates were both
highly ranked and judged deserving of an award, and so the committee recommended that two Weston Awards be given in 2008.
Berbee submitted the recommendations for awards to the MSA
President and secretaries and suggested that the MSA president
Hemmes might like to notify award winners, which he cheerfully did.
Citations for the MSA program; comments for breakfast
meetings: The committee wrote one-paragraph biographies emphasizing the outstanding accomplishments of each award winner for
the MSA program. We also wrote shorter versions of the bios, with
quotes from nominators, to be read at the MSA breakfast. Faye
Murrin and MSA secretary Aime participated in reading and editing
the text.
Preparation for 2008/2009: Berbee supplied 08/09 chair Kimbrough with a spreadsheet with names of nominees who did not receive awards this year but should be considered again for awards
next year. She also supplied chair Kimbrough with a letter outlining
the protocols followed in 07/08 and in 06/07.
—Mary L. Berbee, Chair

Annual Report of the Research Awards Committee
The Research Awards Committee received 22 applications
from 20 MSA members, applying for five different awards.
This was the inaugural year of a new award, The John W. Rippon Award, made possible by a generous gift from MSA member
Dr. Thomas J. Volk (University of Wisconsin – La Crosse). The
Rippon award supports graduate student research employing innovative approaches to the study of medically important fungi. Studies may be clinical in nature or may encompass various research
areas, such as genetics, systematics, genomics, ecology, distribution, epidemiology, mechanisms of pathogenicity, life cycles, or
other appropriate approaches to the study of medically important
fungi.
The Committee made the following award recommendations:
Alexander H. and Helen V. Smith Research Award
($1,250): Todd W. Osmundson (Ph.D. candidate, Department of
Ecology, Evolution, & Environmental Biology, Columbia University. Advisor, Dr. Roy Halling.) Todd’s research involves several
areas relevant to the conservation of fungi, including biogeography
and dispersal, species discovery from understudied regions, and
mycorrhizal ecology. He will use the funds from this award to study
Dr. Smith’s collections with the goal of facilitating a modern systematic treatment of the North American species of Tylopilus and
improving understanding of generic relationships in the Boletaceae
as a whole.
Clark T. Rogerson Student Research Award ($1,150): Jana
M. U’Ren (Ph.D. candidate, Department of Plant Sciences, University of Arizona. Advisor, Dr. Betsy Arnold.) Jana is investigating
the evolutionary relationships and diversity of fungal endophytes,
saprotrophic fungi, and endolichenic fungi associated with diverse
plant and lichen hosts. The Clark T. Rogerson Award will allow her
to conduct field sampling near Fairbanks and Nome, Alaska in the
summer of 2008 to complement her ongoing studies regarding the
scale of fungal biodiversity and the broad latitudinal patterns that
underlie fungal symbioses.
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Forest Fungal Ecology Research Award ($1,500): Mark T.
Alexander (Ph.D. candidate, Department of Entomology and Plant
Pathology, Mississippi State University. Advisor, Dr. Richard
Baird.) Mark is examining the root-inhabiting fungal associates of
old-growth Eastern hemlock, which is under threat from the invasive Hemlock Woolly Adelgid (HWA). Mark will use the FFE
award to develop baseline data on mycorrhizal and plant-pathogenic fungal associates, as well as to isolate and maintain ectomycorrhizal fungi in a culture repository.
John W. Rippon Research Award ($500): Carrie K. Lauer
(M.S. Candidate, Biology/Microbiology, University of Wisconsin –
La Crosse. Advisor: Dr. Thomas Volk.) Carrie is using PCR to detect
and
identify
Scedosporium
apiospermum
(teleomorph
Pseudallescheria boydii) in environmental samples. The funds provided by the Rippon Award will help her continue work to design
primers with the specificity necessary to better understand the reservoirs and transmission mechanisms of this emerging fungal pathogen.
Martin-Baker Research Award ($2,500): Dr. Peter G. Avis
(Assistant Professor, Department of Biology, Indiana University
Northwest, Gary Indiana.) Dr. Avis is studying the role of nitrogen
availability in epidemic growth of mutualistic fungi and the consequences to plants and terrestrial ecosystems. Peter will use funds
provided by the Martin-Baker Award towards developing a robust
phylogeny for the Russula amoenolens species complex.
—Terry W. Hill, Chair

Annual Report of the Student Awards Committee
This report covers the Student Awards Committee’s activities
in 2008 prior to the MSA meeting at Penn State, PA. Committee
members are Jinx Campbell (Chair), Jean-Marc Moncalvo, Andrew
Methven, Kentaro Hosaka and Brian Perry. The application deadline for MSA Graduate Fellowships was February 15, 2008. A total
of six applications was received and reviewed by the committee.
Kentaro Hosaka was not able to judge due to a conflict of interest
with one of the applicants. The committee came up with a list of fellowship award recipients; the Awards Coordinator, Faye Murrin,
was notified on March 20, 2008 and awardees were notified on
April 7, 2008. Unsuccessful applicants were contacted by the committee chair and encouraged to reapply next year.
The 2008 MSA Graduate Fellowships ($2000 each) were
awarded to Sara Branco (University of Chicago, advisor Greg
Mueller) and Tami McDonald (Duke University, advisor Francois
Lutzoni). The Backus Award ($1000) went to Luis Mejia (Rutgers
University, advisor Jim White), and the Memorial NAMA Fellowship ($2000) was awarded to Jo Anne Crouch (Rutgers University,
advisor Bradley Hillman). The committee chair will prepare brief
biographical summaries of the four awardees to be used during the
awards ceremony and to be published in Inoculum.
The Student Awards Committee is preparing for judging student oral and poster presentations at the upcoming meeting at Penn
State. According to the lists provided by Josephine Taylor, Program
Chair, there will be 47 oral presentations and 33 poster presentations in the student paper competition.
Finally, several suggested changes to the MOP for this committee were compiled and sent to MSA Secretary Cathie Aime for
incorporation in next year’s Manual.
—Jinx Campbell, Chair
Continued on following page

MSA ROTATING COMMITTEES:
GENERAL SERVICE

Annual Report of the Karling
Annual Lecture Committee
The Committee recommended Nicholas Talbot (University of
Exeter, UK) to be invited to give the Karling Lecture in Penn State.
Council approved this and Dr. Talbot accepted the invitation. We
are looking forward to an excellent and inspiring lecture.
—Meritxell Riquelme, Chair

Annual Report of the Liaison with Amateur
Mycological Clubs and Societies Committee
The chair of the committee is involved in planning the NAMA
2009 annual conference in Lafayette, Louisiana during the month of
November 2009. Field trips are planned into the Atchafalaya
Swamp Basin, one of the largest wetland areas in North America.
Extensive bottomland forests cover the area and it should be rich
with fungi. Father Langlois, an early amateur botanist and mycologist located at St. Martinville, studied the flora of the area and many
new taxa were described by him and his colleagues. However, the
area is mycologically unexplored and is likely rich in tropical fungi.
MSA members are encouraged to attend the meeting and help with
exploring one of the last great swamps in North America.
The chair will also attend the NAMA 2008 annual meeting in
McCall, Idaho. McCall was the retirement home of Orson Miller,
and Hope Miller has preserved Orson’s mycological library for use
by anyone interested in fungi.
—David P. Lewis, Chair

MSA ROTATING COMMITTEES:
SPECIFIC EXPERTISE

Annual Report of the Genetics
and Cell Biology Committee
2008 was a productive year for the genetics and cell biology
committee. We have continued our efforts to execute our charge of
increasing the profile of both genetics and cell biology within MSA.
With Dr. Meritxell Riquelme, The committee has co-organized a
symposium to be held at the 2008 annual meeting entitled ‘Recent
Advances in Molecular and Microscopy Tools in Fungal Biology’.
This symposium was designed to foster the continued involvement
of longstanding MSA members, while also reaching out to nonmembers.
In the last year, members of the committee have participated in
two international meetings where we have continued to represent
MSA while also reaching out to colleagues to increase participation
of genetics and cell biology oriented fungal biologists in the MSA.
These international meetings include: Seventh Congress on the Molecular and Cellular Biology of Fungi. Guanajuato Mexico, November 5-8, 2007; Ninth European Conference on Fungal Genetics.
Edinburgh Scotland. April 5-8, 2008.
—Brian Shaw, Chair

MSA INTERSOCIETY REPRESENTATIVES

Annual Report of the AIBS Representative
The annual AIBS council meeting was held May 12-14 at the
Westin Arlington Gateway hotel, Arlington, VA. The meeting talks,
which I was unable to attend, focused on the influence of climate
change on disease.
The Council meeting was held May 14 and included 1) a summary/status report on AIBS programs and operations by Richard
O’Grady, AIBS Executive Director, 2) presentation on BioOne by
Susan Skomal, 3) a brief overview of the Encyclopedia of Life proj-

ect by Marie Studer, Education and Outreach Director, EoL, 4) a
discussion of Evolution vs. creationism issues led by Holly Menninger, Senior Public Affairs Assoc., AIBS Public Policy Office, 5)
an update on a collections survey conducted by NSF, summarized
by Judith Skog, division for Biological Infrastructure, NSF, 6) discussion of the 2009 “Year of Science/Coalition on the Public Understanding of Science (www.copusproject.org) and a discussion of
updates on AIBS programs and operations (public policy, education, diversity affairs, science programs, finances).
—Steve Rehner

SPECIAL MSA APPOINTMENTS

Report of the Historian and Chair
of the Memorials Committee
(1) A few miscellaneous items were given over for incorporation
in the MSA archives, which Obituaries for Mycologia and notices in Inoculum are in various stages of completion as listed
below. In addition there are problems in entering memorials in
AllenTrack.
(2) One cannot get past page one without filling in fields of abstract and key words that are not used in a memorial. Picking
the memorial as the type of publication should block out unneeded fields, and this should be implemented.
(3) It sometimes is convenient to enter a memorial for the author.
This was done once, and it is not clear if the author can be dealt
with as the corresponding author thereafter. Can this be clarified?

Memorials in Mycologia
Published
• Lopez S. E., D. Cabral, and M. J. Cafaro. 2006. Jorge Eduardo
Wright, 1922–2005. Mycologia, 98:518–520. Notice in Inoculum
56(5), October 2005 (Secretary’s annual report)
• Blackwell M. 2007. Henry Carl Aldrich: Odyssey of a Myxomycetologist. Mycologia 99:152-155.
Submitted
• Emil Müller (4/08); Honorary Member, Petrini, Samuels, Horak,
agreed 7 May, Completed 6 June 2008; memorial submitted to
Mycologia by Blackwell 7/14; notice in Inoculum 59(3), May
2008 (President’s corner, Secretary’s express)
Under review
• George Cummins (3/07); past president; last living charter member; Bob Gilbertson accepted May 2007; memorial under revision for Mycologia; notice in Inoculum 58(3), May 2007 (Secretary’s corner)
In progress
• Howard Whisler (9/07); longtime member, Whisler Report originator; Mel Fuller agreed; memorial in progress
• Donald P. Rogers* (pre-summer 06); Past President and Editorin-Chief, Mycologia; Carol Shear and Lee Crane agreed to write
memorial; reminder 7 May
• Tsuguo Hongo (4/07); Honorary Member; Scott Redhead and
Eiji Nagasawa agreed to write memorial; reminder 11 July 11,
2008; notice in Inoculum 58(3), May 2007 (Secretary’s corner)
• Orson K. Miller (6/06); past president; Cathy Cripps agreed to
write memorial; reminder 7 May; not completed yet
• William C. Denison (spring 05); longtime member; George Carroll agreed to write memorial; reminder 7 May; notices in Inoculum 56(3) June 2005 (Secretary’s express) and Inoculum 56(5),
October 2005 (Secretary’s annual report)
• Gladys Baker (fall 07); Martin-Baker Award, Roger Goos
<Rgoos@uriacc.uri.edu> was contacted by Don Pfister 9/07; deContinued on following page
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clined July 2008 —need replacement, Paul Dunn contacted 7/14;
notice in Inoculum 59(3), May 2008 (President’s message)
• Colin Booth (2003); Brian Sutton accepted; materials sent to him
July 2008
Requested
• Margaret Barr Bigelow (4/08), Past President and Editor-in-Chief
Mycologia, Sabine Hundorf, invited 7 May 2008; no response by
7/14; notices in Inoculum 59(3), May 2008 (President’s corner,
Secretary’s express)
Need to find writer
• Keisuke Tubaki (died in 2005), several requests out (Stan Hughes, then Junta Sugiyama, etc.)

Notices only in Inoculum
• Sam Ristich (2/08); not a member, Rod Tulloss; wanted to write
up something on the iconic collector for Inoculum; not done yet;
notices in Inoculum 59(3), May 2008 (President’s corner)
• Edward Garber (10/04); not a member; notices in Inoculum 56(3)
June 2005 (Secretary’s express) and Inoculum 56(5), October
2005 (Secretary’s annual report)
• Sam Meyers (11/07); notice in Inoculum 59(1) January 2008
(Secretary’s Express)
—Meredith Blackwell

Minutes of the MSA 2008 Annual Business Meeting
Wednesday, August 13
Nittany Lion Inn Boardroom,
Pennsylvania State University

(1) The meeting was called to order at 8:35 am in the
Boardroom of the Nittany Lion Inn by President
Don Hemmes. President Hemmes introduced the Society Officers present. President Hemmes thanked all
those involved in planning the 2008 Annual meeting,
especially David Geiser (Local Arrangements),
Barry Overton (Foray), and Jo Taylor (Program),
and congratulated them on a job well done. President
Hemmes then called for the approval of the minutes of the 2007 MSA Business Meeting held in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana [Inoculum 58(6):13–14].
The minutes were approved by the membership.

(2) President Hemmes presented the highlights of his
annual report [Inoculum 59(6)], in particular the success made this year in increasing the Society’s endowment. For instance, the number of healthy
(>$10,000) Mentor Student Travel Funds have been
increased from three to seven and a new research
fund honoring John Rippon was initiated by a generous donation from Tom Volk. He thanked several
Society volunteers and Committee members who
help to keep the MSA strong and vital, including
Jinx Campbell, Inoculum Editor, Kathie Hodge,
Webmaster, and Don Pfister and Meredith Blackwell, who have both served as MSA Historian and
Chair of the Memorials Committee this year. Then
he praised the various editors involved in Mycologia
for continuing to improve our flagship journal and
updated the membership on ongoing efforts to speed
up the submission and review process. President
Hemmes announced upcoming changes in Mycologia editorial staff that will take place as of January
2009, at which time Jeff Stone will replace Don
Natvig as Editor-in-Chief, and Karen Snetselaar
will replace Jeff Stone as Managing Editor. Finally,
President Hemmes called on Mycologia Editor-inChief Don Natvig to approach the podium and accept a plaque from the Society in gratitude and appreciation for his years of service to the Society and
the journal.

(3) Vice President Rytas Vilgalys reported on the results of the election of officers for 2008. The following new officers were elected for 2008–2009 and
will start their terms after this year’s business meeting in Penn State: Tom Bruns, Vice President;
Jean-Marc Moncalvo, Councilor for Systematics/
Evolution; Georgiana May, Councilor for Genetics/Molecular Biology; Lee Taylor, Councilor for
Ecology/Pathology; and Louise Glass, Councilor
for Cell Biology/Physiology. In addition, all three
by-laws amendments were passed by a wide margin.
20

These concerned: 1) creation of a MSA fungal Conservation Committee; 2) updating the MSA Research Awards Committee; 3) updating language
concerning electronic media and balloting.

(4) Secretary Cathie Aime referred to her annual report [Inoculum 59(6)] and briefly reviewed some of
the highlights of the Mid-Year Executive Council
Meeting [Inoculum 59(4)] and the MSA Annual
Council Meeting [Inoculum 59(6)]. Secretary Aime
gratefully acknowledged Tom Bruns and John
Taylor for hosting the Mid-Year Executive Council
meeting at Berkeley, and all those involved in making the annual 2008 meeting at Penn State such a
success.

(5) Secretary Aime presented the names of six Emeritus candidates for approval by the membership:
Jack Fell, (Key Biscayne, FL), Charles W. Mims
(Athens, GA), Hansjorg Prillinger (Wien, Austria),
F. Brent Reeves, Jr. (Fort Collins, CO), Richard A.
Roeper (Richmond, IN), and Kazumasa Yokoyama (Shiga Pref., Japan). The motion to approve
these new Emeritus members was unanimously
passed by a vote of the membership. Secretary Aime
next presented one hundred and twenty-five new or
returning members for approval, the motion for
which was also unanimously approved by a vote of
the membership.

(6) Treasurer Sabine Huhndorf presented the Treasurer’s annul report [Inoculum 59(6)] and briefly
presented some highlights.
(7) Awards Presentations (please see Inoculum
59(5) for full details of 2008 MSA awards).
(a) President Hemmes began by recognizing those
members in attendance who were MSA Fellows,
and past recipients of the Alexopoulos Prize, the
Weston Award for Excellence in Teaching, Distinguished Mycologist, and those who had previously served as MSA President.

(b) President Hemmes then introduced David
McLaughlin, Chair of the Honorary Awards
Committee, who read guidelines for electing
Honorary Members, and then presented the
names and read a brief background for each of
the 2007-2008 Honorary Members being presented to the membership for approval. The motion to approve Angela Restrepo and Giaconda
San Blas as Honorary Members was unanimously passed.

(c) Honorary Awards Committee Chair McLaughlin
then read brief biographies and presented the
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2007-2008 MSA Fellow Awards to: Mary
Berbee, David Hibbett, Joyce Longcore, and
Tom Volk. Drs. Berbee, Hibbett and Volk were
on hand to receive their awards.

(d) President Hemmes then introduced MSA Distinctions Committee Chair, Mary Berbee, who
presented the 2007-2008 MSA Distinctions, including laudatory comments from nominators.
This year’s Alexopoulos Award for outstanding
early-career mycologist was presented to Ignazio
Carbone. The Weston Award for Excellence in
Teaching was awarded to two outstanding educators: Don Pfister, who presented a brief and
enlightening synopsis of the life and career of
William Weston, and Alex Weir. The Distinguished Mycologist Award was presented to
John Taylor who received a standing ovation
and then spoke briefly of his appreciation to the
Society and its members and those mycologists
who have impacted his career.

(e) President-Elect Roy Halling presented Certificates of Appreciation to three Society Members
in recognition of exceptional service: Don Pfister, who stepped down after an extraordinary 11
years of service as MSA Historian and Memorials
Committee Chair; Jeff Stone, who received two
certificates, one as outgoing Chair of the Finance
Committee, the other for his years of service as
Managing Editor of Mycologia, and spoke briefly
to the membership, urging them to publish in Mycologia; and 2007-2008 MSA President Don E
Hemmes, who received a standing ovation.

(f) President Hemmes then presented a special
plaque for Robert Gilbertson in grateful recognition of his service to the Society in the form of
supplying all awards plaques for MSA for the last
25 years. Unfortunately Dr. Gilbertson was not
able to receive his plaque in person.

(8) President Hemmes recapped the locations and organizers of future MSA meetings including 2009,
which will be held jointly with the Botanical Society
of America in Snowbird, Utah, and is in the capable
hands of Brad Kropp (Local Arrangements) and
Marc Cubeta (Program).
(9) President Hemmes then introduced the new President of the Mycological Society of America for
2008–2009, Roy E. Halling, who thanked everyone
for attending and adjourned the meeting at approximately 10:30 am with a tap of the presidential gavel.

—Cathie Aime
MSA Secretary

Minutes of the 2008 MSA Annual Council Meeting
Saturday, August 9
Room 208, Buckhout Laboratory,
Pennsylvania State University

Call to Order
and Approval of the Minutes
(1) The 2008 MSA Annual Council meeting was
called to order by President Don Hemmes at 8:30
am, Saturday, August 9th, in Room 208 of the Buckhout Laboratory at Penn State University, State College, Pennsylvania. Present were President Hemmes,
President-Elect Roy Halling, Vice President Rytas
Vilgalys, Secretary Cathie Aime, Treasurer Sabine
Huhndorf, Past President Gregory Mueller (20062007), Councilors Marc Cubeta, Kathie Hodge,
Corby Kistler, Annette Kretzer, and Nicholas Money,
and invited Society members: Mycologia Editor-inChief Donald Natvig, Mycologia Managing Editor
Jeffrey Stone, incoming Managing Editor Karen
Snetselaar, incoming Councilor Lee Taylor, and
2008 Local Arrangements Committee Chair David
Geiser. Councilor Susan Kaminskyj joined Council
at 9:30. Apologies were received from Past President Jim Anderson (2005-2006) and Councilors
Betsy Arnold and Sharon Cantrell. Local Arrangements Chair Geiser welcomed Council to Penn
State.

Secretary Aime distributed hard copies of the annual
meeting packet that had been supplied in electronic
format to Council and guests prior to the meeting.
The annual meeting packet included the meeting
agenda, MSA 2008 Annual Reports, minutes of the
2007 Annual Council Meeting held in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana [Inoculum 58(6)], minutes of the 2008 Executive Council Meeting held in Berkeley, CA [Inoculum 59(4)], MSA 2007-2008 Official Roster, and
a copy of the Society Constitution and Bylaws.
Motion 1: (approved unanimously) Moved by Secretary Aime and seconded by President Hemmes
that the minutes of the MSA 2007 Annual Council Meeting be accepted as published in Inoculum
58(6) 2007.

Officer’s Reports
(excluding Financial)
(2) President Hemmes presented his report [Inoculum 59(6)]. President Hemmes has concentrated on
increasing the Society Endowment, especially the
student Mentor Travel Funds. At the beginning of
this year only three Mentor Funds were over the
$10,000 goal; after much effort seven of these funds
are now over the $10,000 threshold. President
Hemmes and his wife have started a new Mentor
Travel fund in honor of Bob Gilbertson. More students were sponsored this year by a Mentor Travel
Fund than in prior Society history. President
Hemmes plans to continue soliciting funds for the
student Mentor awards after his term as President is
complete. President Hemmes then updated Council
on the changes that will take place at Mycologia in
the beginning of 2009 when Editor-In-Chief Don
Natvig steps down to be replaced by Jeffrey Stone,
who will in turn be replaced as Managing Editor by
Karen Snetselaar. Finally, he informed Council of
the request made by MSA member Mel Fuller that
the name of the Fuller Mentor Travel Fund be expanded to the Emerson-Fuller-Whisler Mentor Travel Fund, in honor of Howard Whisler and Ralph
Emerson and that this name change had been approved by the original founder of the fund. Council
discussed how the proceeds from the Whisler book

collection, which is being generously donated to the
MSA auction by Howard Whisler’s wife, will be earmarked specifically for this fund.

Motion 2: (approved unanimously) Moved by President-Elect Halling and seconded by Councilor
Kistler that the name of the Fuller Mentor Travel
Fund be changed to the Emerson-Fuller-Whisler
Mentor Travel Fund.

(3) President-Elect Halling presented his report [Inoculum 59(6)]. President-Elect Halling had been previously tasked with completing an audit of the Allen
Track manuscript submission process, the results of
which he presented to Executive Council at the Mid
Year meeting in Berkeley, CA. Mycologia Editor-inChief Natvig and Managing Editor Stone are now
working with Allen Press to greatly improve the system. President-Elect Halling has been active in coordinating a truly joint meeting with the Botanical Society of America, to be held next year at Snowbird,
Utah, and has been facilitating communication between BSA and MSA representatives. PresidentElect Halling finished by expressing his deep gratitude to all the various MSA members who agreed to
work on different committees this year.

(4) Vice President Vilgalys read the results of the
Spring Ballot [Inoculum 59(6)]. Officers elected for
2008-2009 were: Tom Bruns, Vice President; Louise
Glass, Councilor for Cell Biology/Physiology; Lee
Taylor, Councilor for Ecology/Pathology; Georgiana May, Councilor for Genetics/Molecular Biology; Jean-Marc Moncalvo, Councilor for Systematics/Evolution. All three Society By-Laws
amendments were passed by a large margin, to wit:
Amendment 1—Enact changes to the Constitution to
adequately describe the use of electronic media for
Society balloting; Amendment 2—Enact changes to
the By-laws to better describe the current constitution and duties of the Research Awards Committee;
Amendment 3—Enact changes to the By-laws to
create a new committee on Fungal Conservation.

(5) Secretary Aime presented her report [Inoculum
59(6)] summarizing Council activities over the last
five months. Council activities prior to the Mid-Year
meeting (i.e., the term from August 2007-March
2008) were presented in the Secretary’s Mid-Year
Report [Inoculum 59(4)]. Council briefly discussed
protocols during email balloting, concluding that
“reply to all” was only necessary if any Council
member wanted to invite further discussion on a poll,
but was not necessary if a Council member is simply
returning a vote of Approve or Do Not Approve to
the Secretary

Financial Reports
(6) Treasurer Huhndorf presented Council with
handouts of her report [Inoculum 59(6)]. At the end
of fiscal year 2008 MSA showed total assets of
$854,352, an increase of $62,630 over the previous
year. For the 2007 meeting in Baton Rouge, MSA
showed a net profit of $35,000. This follows two
years of net losses on the meetings. In fiscal year
2008 despite the meeting being organized by the
MSA, no profit is anticipated. The numbers of members and institutional subscriptions have been steadily decreasing; however the increase in subscription
rates has allowed us to stay ahead financially. The
endowment has been growing very strongly, with
new awards such as the Rippon Award, established
by Tom Volk, and the Gilbertson Mentor Travel

fund, established by Don and Helen Hemmes, being
added.

(7) The Report of the Endowment Committee [Inoculum 59(6)] was presented by committee member
President Hemmes on behalf of Chair Betsy Arnold.
The Endowment has seen significant growth in the
last year. More than $20,000 was received in donations to the Mentor Travel Funds alone this year, including a $3,000 anonymous donation. Because of
these donations seven of the Mentor Travel funds are
now over the $10,000 goal, and we were able to distribute Mentor Travel awards to 12 students attending the MSA meeting this year. Additionally, the unrestricted funds have also increased, with last year’s
auction bringing in over $10,000. Members of Council joined in praising the exceptional job President
Hemmes and the Endowment Committee have done
this year.

(8) The Finance Committee Report was presented
by Finance Chair Stone [Inoculum 59(6)], beginning
with an update on the Endowment portfolio. Earlier
this year our endowment reached a milestone of
$500,000. Unfortunately, with the cooling of the
stock market in June/July, the value of our mutual
funds (which are about 40% of our portfolio value)
dipped, and the value of our endowment is less now.
None-the-less these are unrealized losses and we
should expect to see them slowly rise again over the
next years. We must continue to be conservative
with our investments.

Publications and Web Management
(9) Webmaster Kathie Hodge presented handouts
of her Report of the Webmaster [Inoculum 59(6)] to
Council. The MSA website has undergone a large redesign and reorganization and is easier to manage
now than has been true in the past. Webmaster
Hodge asked Council for advice on additional content that could be added to the site. In particular,
copyright issues for the “Brief History of Mycology
in North America” booklet, produced in 1981, were
discussed and it was suggested that Emory Simmons
be contacted as he oversaw the original publication
of this booklet. Other suggestions included contacting Meredith Blackwell for permission to add a link
to her “family trees” of mycologists; contacting new
Biodiversity Committee member Brandon Matheny
who has expressed interest in creating new pages on
biodiversity; contacting all the special interest committees and soliciting content; reposting the teaching
slides which were once available, perhaps by contacting the Education Committee to oversee this. Another suggestion was that, since most large grants
now require an outreach component, the MSA website could serve as a single site that pulls together
various outreach type teaching materials. This has
the potential to pull in teachers and future MSA
members as well. The Education Committee would
be the logical group to organize and oversee this. The
idea of posting poison case data was also briefly discussed, but it was decided that since NAMA already
does this that we don’t want to duplicate efforts.

(10) The Report of Mycologia Editor-in-Chief
(EIC) was presented by EIC Don Natvig. EIC Natvig
began by presenting Council with some updated statistics for the July 07 – June 08 period, including
number of manuscripts received (190 compared to
193 for the prior year); number of accepted versus rejected manuscripts (44 accepted and 43 rejected,
Continued on following page
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which is roughly the same as last year) with 77 still
pending. The median number of days taken to accept
or reject a manuscript is about 102, which is still too
high and needs to be decreased. At present there is no
backlog of manuscripts and the journal is back on
schedule. Issue 100(5) is currently at production.
EIC Natvig then updated Council on efforts to improve the Allen Track manuscript submission system. With the help of President-Elect Halling, Managing Editor Jeffrey Stone, and others he has
assembled a long list of changes that need to be made
to the system. EIC Natvig is determined to have most
if not all of the recommended changes completed before he leaves Mycologia. Finally he thanked Jeff
Stone, Karen Snetselaar, John Donahue, and Jerry
Hebert for their hard work and support during his 4.5
year term as EIC of Mycologia. Detailed discussion
followed regarding the general vision for Mycologia,
specific flaws that need correcting in the Allen Track
system, the role of the AEs, impact factor, and ideas
to increase the impact and/or quality of the journal.
Some ideas for improvement include soliciting review articles, and enforcing the publication of Presidential addresses and Karling lectures and publishing more papers in medical mycology and cell
biology. All agreed however that the most crucial
improvement would be decreasing the time from
submission to author notification. Finally, discussion
of the merits of posting manuscripts accepted for
publication on-line prior to the print version was reopened with the agreement to contact HighWire for
more information.

(11) The Report of Mycologia Managing Editor
[Inoculum 59(6)] was presented by Mycologia Managing Editor Jeff Stone. Mycologia is nearly back on
a regular production schedule, and efforts now are
focusing on increasing the number of pages per issue
to a target of 200. All back issues of Mycologia are
now available online through JSTOR, and this is a
huge accomplishment. JSTOR also has a revenue
sharing program and the MSA is now receiving annual income from this source. Another benefit from
making back issues available through JSTOR is that
we are no longer warehousing print copies of back
issues more than 10 years old, which saves storage
costs. We continue to receive a fairly steady income
from page charges of Mycologia, even though we
only recover page charges for 50% of our published
pages. Page charges are waived for authors who
don’t have grant support, etc. We are on a 3-year
plan to increase our income from subscriptions, with
next year being the last of the increases. Our target
price is $355 (US and Canada subscriptions) which
will get us back to the point where subscriptions
cover our costs. Managing Editor Stone then led a
discussion of the terms of renegotiating our agreement with the New York Botanical Garden, in which
at present they are receiving 93 gratis print subscriptions of Mycologia. NYBG has been receiving these
subscriptions for ten years. At present these are being
sent to 72 libraries as part of a journal exchange program. Many, but not all, of these libraries are in underdeveloped countries. Several ideas were to encourage NYBG to get as many of these subscriptions
as possible reduced to on-line only subscriptions;
and to offer the 72 continued subscriptions to NYBG
at cost, or at the normal membership price, or at normal membership price plus shipping. The length of
the renewal contract was also discussed, with the
view that reducing the number of years agreed to
would be prudent. Managing Editor Stone suggests
that we try and negotiate a quick fix for the first year
of, for instance, the 72 subscriptions for normal
member price of $98/each, with the stipulation that
NYBG try and convert many of the print subscrip22

tions to on-line only. Thereafter we can charge regular member price for on-line subscriptions and the
actual break-even price plus postage for print subscriptions for a term of 5 years or until we cease print
publication. However, the actual cost to produce an
issue of Mycologia needs to be determined. The
Allen Track system was discussed again briefly, and
ME Stone recommended that either he or Karen
Snetselaar go to the annual fall training workshop
that Allen Track offers. Several new features have
been added to enhance Mycologia online through
HighWire. For instance, MSA is now a member of
CrossRef, which is an organization that registers and
links DOIs. We should be getting a small income
now from HighWire. Thompson Scientific has released new statistics, including impact factor, and
Mycologia has increased to 1.838. Finally, ME Stone
read a request from Pedro Crous that Mycologia
make deposit of new fungal names in Mycobank a
requirement for publication. Managing Editor Stone
read a letter from MSA Past President John Taylor in
support of Mycobank and invited comments and discussion from Council.

Action item: Treasurer Huhndorf will research the
actual break-even cost to produce a single issue of
Mycologia by the mid-year meeting.

Motion 3: (approved unanimously) Moved by President-Elect Halling and seconded by Treasurer Huhndorf that MSA send Jeff Stone to Lawrence, KS,
for the fall training course on Allen Track offered
by Allen Press. If ME Stone cannot go, Karen Snetselaar will be sent.

Motion 4: (approved unanimously) Moved by
Councilor Kretzer and seconded by Vice President
Vilgalys that Mycologia adopt the following addition to its Instructions to Authors:
New taxa, keys and formal descriptions
Authors are urged to deposit voucher specimens
and cultures in public herbaria and culture collections, citing these in the paper. For papers describing new species or creating new combinations, new names must be deposited with
Mycobank (www.mycobank.org). The Mycobank accession number should be listed in the
nomenclator, immediately following the new
name. Mycobank numbers must be obtained before the final acceptance of the paper.

Annual Meetings
(12) MSA 2009: Marc Cubeta, Chair of the Program
Committee, was on hand to provide an update on the
MSA/BSA joint meeting to be held in Snowbird, UT
in 2009. Chair Cubeta has been in contact with BSA
Executive Director Bill Dahl, BSA Meeting Manager Joanne Sturgeon, and BSA Program Chair David
Spooner, among others. Mary Berbee attended the
2008 BSA meeting in Vancouver as MSA representative to initiate discussions about the joint meeting,
and Bill Dahl will be attending our meeting this
week, and he and several representative MSA members will hold additional discussions on Wednesday
(August 13th). An announcement for MSA/BSA
joint symposia ideas has already been blasted and
sent to Inoculum, and another is planned. Council
previously agreed to fund 2-3 joint symposia with
BSA for $1000 each and 1-2 stand alone symposia at
$1500 each and the BSA’s contribution to symposia
will also be discussed on Wednesday. The BSA is
also interested in discussion a joint banquet, a joint
foray, and possibly be involved in the auction as
well. Approximately 1300 people attend BSA meetings. It is really to our benefit to make true joint symposia. Additionally, BSA already has the meeting in-
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frastructure, such as abstract submission and registration sites that we can use. Some discussion of procedures for proposing and choosing joint symposia
ensued, emphasizing that the BSA really wants to
make this a truly joint meeting. Brad Kropp, the
Local Arrangements Chair, will be visiting the meeting site later in the year, after which we will have a
better idea of what any hidden costs might be.

(13) MSA 2010: An update on MSA 2010 in Lexington, KT was presented by President Hemmes,
noting that this meeting appears to be in good hands
and that there were no new developments since the
Mid-Year Report of Local Arrangements Coordinator Lisa Vaillancourt.
(14) MSA 2011: An update on MSA 2011 in Fairbanks, AK was presented by Lee Taylor of the Local
Arrangements Committee. We can expect great
fruiting in Fairbanks in August. Efforts are being
made to hold this meeting in conjunction with the
Lichenological Society.

(15) MSA 2012: Vice President Vilgalys presented
a proposal for the MSA 2012 annual meeting, providing handouts for Council. Vice President Vilgalys
is investigating the possibility of holding a joint
meeting with the Mexican Mycological Society and
has been researching the cost of holding the meeting
on a ship that would depart from Southern U.S., travel to the Yucatan, and return. Carnival, for instance,
is one company that has experience in hosting these
types of meetings, and price quotes from Carnival
are very reasonable. A 5-day meeting would include
approximately 1.5 days in sessions on board, 1.5
days off shore in the Yucatan for the foray, and then
1.5 days in sessions on board. New Orleans appears
to be the cheapest point of departure. Carnival has
dedicated meeting planners and provides most services gratis, including registrations and website, promotional materials, and all AV and meeting facilities, including posters, and food/catering. Council
discussed whether a cruise ship meeting might be
difficult to attend for Federal Government employees. Ideally, quotes from other cruise lines, such as a
biological cruise, should be obtained before a final
decision is made to go with Carnival.

Action item: Vice President Vilgalys will investigate other cruise options and obtain quotes from
other companies to present to Council for the Mid
Year meeting.

Motion 5: (11 approve, 1 abstain) Moved by Vice
President Vilgalys and seconded by Past President
Greg Mueller that MSA hold the 2012 meeting on
a cruise.

(16) MSA 2013: A proposal from Council Sharon
Cantrell for the MSA 2013 meeting site was read by
Secretary Aime. Council determined that the proposal should be forwarded to incoming Vice President
Tom Bruns for consideration.

Other Considerations
(17) The Report of the Memorials Committee [Inoculum 59(6)] was presented by President Hemmes
on behalf of Chair Meredith Blackwell. Past Chair
Don Pfister retired from this post in April this year
and the current Chair was appointed to replace him.
Secretary Aime researched and provided a list of past
and current planned memorials for the past five years
to Chair Blackwell. Chair Blackwell has been working with authors to complete outstanding memorials.
Continued on following page

Some problems with the Allen Track system and its
ability to handle special submissions, such as MSA
memorials, were discussed. EIC Natvig suggests that
memorials be submitted out of system at present
until the Allen Track system can be fixed to more
easily accept them.

(18) President Hemmes presented a request from the
Latin American Association for Mycology
(ALM) requesting support for the ALM 2008 meeting (Mar del Plata, Argentina, 10-13 November).
Council discussed the history of support agreements
with other societies and the MSA policy for supporting student travel to international meetings. The pros
and cons of establishing a single annual international travel award for students, with a Feb. 15 deadline
to match those of all other MSA awards was discussed.

Action item: Past President Mueller will contact
ALM officials for more details (such as how many
MSA students are registered for the meeting).

Motion 6: (approved unanimously) Moved by Vice
President Vilgalys and seconded by Councilor Kretzer that a category for international travel grants
for grad students and post docs be added to the annually distributed awards, and be administered
once yearly as per other MSA travel awards.

(19) Representative David Geiser presented an update on the International Union of Microbiological
Societies (IUMS). It was noted that in 2014 both
IMS and IUMS will be holding international mycological meetings, and the relevance of both to MSA
was discussed. It was decided to continue having a
MSA representative in place for IUMS.

(20) Secretary Aime opened discussion on adjusting
minimal award amounts for the Alexopoulos Prize.

Motion 7: (approved unanimously) Moved by Secretary Aime and seconded by President-Elect
Halling that the award amount for the Alexopoulos Prize be increased to $1,000 or the annual interest amount generated by the fund, whichever is
greater.
(21) Council also considered the following items: (i)
Allen Press policy on back issue replacement costs
for members with missing issues; (ii) A progress report on Cyberliber, sent by Dave Minter; (iii) and an
item for discussion from the Cultures Collections
Committee. The meeting was adjourned at 2:45 pm.
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MSA AWARDS 2009

Call for Nominations and Applications

Deadline: February 15, 2009
Please also visit the MSA website at www.msafungi.org and follow the link to Awards
For over 20 years the Mycological Society of America has been
recognizing excellence in research, teaching and service among its
membership by celebrating Students, Teachers and Researchers. This is
your chance to do something for that promising student or distinguished
mycologist. If you don’t nominate them, they will surely not receive an
award!
MSA Awards Committees 2008-2009
Mycological Society Distinctions Committee
Awards administered: Distinguished Mycologist Award, Alexopoulos
Prize, Weston Award for Excellence in Teaching
Chair: Dr. James Kimbrough, University of Florida, Plant Pathology
Dept, PO Box 110680, Gainesville, FL 32611, Phone: (352) 392-2158
Fax: (352) 392-7670 Email: jamesk@ufl.edu. Members: Nick Read,
nick.read@ed.ac.uk, Joseph W Spatafora, spatafoj@science.oregonstate.edu; Walter Sundberg, sundberg.wj.407@verizon.net; Alex Weir,
aweir@mailbox.syr.edu; Mary Berbee, ex officio, Past Chair.

Honorary Awards Committee
Awards administered: MSA Fellows, Honorary Members
Chair: Dr. Martha J Powell, University of Alabama, Dept of Biological Sciences, Box 870344 - 319 Biology, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0344
Phone: (205)348-5960 Fax : (205)348-1786 Email: mpowell@biology.as.ua.edu; Members: James B. Anderson, janderso@utm.utoronto.ca; Timothy J Baroni, baronitj@cortland.edu; Dave
McLaughlin, ex officio, Past Chair

Student Awards Committee
Awards administered: MSA Graduate Fellowships, Memorial NAMA
Fellowship, Backus Award
Chair: Dr. Andrew Methven, Eastern Illinois University, Dept of Biological Sciences, 600 Lincoln Ave, Charleston, IL 61920 Phone: (217)
581-6241 Fax: (217) 581-7141 Email: asmethven@eiu.edu; Members:
Kentaro
Hosaka,
hosakak@gmail.com;
Brian
Perry, brian_perry@post.harvard.edu; John McKemy john.mckemy@
aphis.usda.gov; Jinx Campbell, ex officio, Past Chair

Mentor Travel Awards Committee
Awards administered: Mentor Student Travel Awards
Chair: Dr. József Geml, Institute of Arctic Biology, University of Alaska Fairbanks, PO Box 757000, 311 Irving I, 902 N Koyukuk Dr, Fairbanks, AK 99775 Phone: (907) 474-1140 Fax : (907) 474-6967 Email:
jgeml@iab.alaska.edu; Members: Juan L Mata, jmata@usouthal.edu;
Peter Kennedy, pkennedy@socrates.berkely.edu; Todd Osmundson
tosmundson@nybg.org; Elizabeth Frieders, ex-officio, Past Chair

Research Awards Committee
Awards administered: Martin-Baker Award, Clark T. Rogerson Student
Research Award, Forest Fungal Ecology Research Award, Alexander
H. and Helen V. Smith Research Award; John W. Rippon Research
Award
Chair: Dr. Michelle Seidl, 2618 NE 133rd St., Seattle, WA 98125-4343
Phone: (206) 604-4186 Email: seidl@comcast.net; Members: Gary
Warren, gwarren@nrcan.gc.ca; Thorsten Lumbsch, tlumbsch@fieldmuseum.org; Dennis Desjardin, ded@sfsu.edu; Teresa
Pawlowska,Tep8@cornell.edu; Terry Hill, ex officio, Past-Chair

MSA AWARDS 2009

Distinguished Mycologist Award
Awarded annually to an individual who has established an outstanding mycological career. This is one of the highest awards bestowed
by the MSA and marks a distinguished career. Nominees for the award
will be evaluated on the basis of quality, originality, and quantity of their
published research, and on the basis of service to the MSA or to the field
of mycology in general.
Application Deadline: 15th February
Requirements:
(1) The nominee must be a current member of MSA or eligible for emeritus membership.
(2) The nominee must have received his or her terminal degree at least
twenty years prior to January 1 of the year in which the award is given.
There is no requirement for a minimum age or impending or actual retirement. Honorary degrees shall not be considered in determining the
time interval.
(3) An individual may receive the Distinguished Mycologist Award
only once.
(4) Self nomination is not allowed.
(5) Nominators must be members of the MSA.
(6) Nominees who are not chosen for the award in the year in which they
are nominated will be reconsidered for up to two additional years. The
Distinctions Committee Chairperson will request updates of the nominee’s materials.
Documents required: The nomination folder should contain:
(1) A nominating letter, including a detailed evaluation of the nominee’s
outstanding contributions to Mycology.
(2) A current curriculum vitae, including a list of the nominee’s publications.
(3) Up to five additional letters of support.
To Apply: The nominator should a) prepare a single electronic file,
preferably in pdf format, containing all of the items listed above and
email it as an attachment; b) prepare as much as possible electronically
in one email with attachments followed by FAX or hard copy of the
non-electronic portions or c) submit all documents by FAX or mail and
send all to the Chair of the MSA Distinctions Committee.
Note: The Chair of the Distinctions Committee will appoint ad hoc committee members in place of committee members whose major professor
may be nominated for the award. The committee may choose to make
more than one award or no award in a given year, if it is appropriate.
Presentation of the award, a plaque, will take place at the awards ceremony during the Breakfast and Business Meeting at the annual meeting
of the MSA. The recipient will be notified in time to plan to attend the
presentation. The name of the winner of the award will be published in
the annual meeting program and in Inoculum.
Alexopoulos Prize
Awarded annually to an outstanding mycologist early in their career. The nominees will be evaluated primarily on the basis of quality,
originality, and quantity of their published work.
Application deadline: 15th February
Requirements:
(1) The nominee must be a current member of the MSA.
(2) Nominees must have received their last degree within the ten year
period immediately preceding January 1st of the year in which the
award is given.
(3) An individual may receive the Alexopoulos Award only once.
(4) Self nomination is not allowed.
(5) Nominators must be members of the MSA.
Continued on following page
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(6) Nominees who are not chosen for the prize in the year in which they
are nominated will be reconsidered for up to two additional years (within the 10-year limit). The Distinctions Committee Chairperson will request updates of the nominee’s materials.
Documents required: The nomination folder should contain:
(1) A nominating letter, including a detailed evaluation of the nominee’s
contributions to Mycology.
(2) A current curriculum vitae, including a list of the nominee’s publications.
(3) Reprints of the nominee’s 5 most significant papers.
(4) Up to five additional letters of support.
Apply to: The nominator should a) prepare a single electronic file,
preferably in pdf format, containing all of the items listed above and
email it as an attachment; or b) prepare as much as possible electronically in one email with attachments followed by FAX or hard copy of
the non-electronic portions; and send all to the Chair of the MSA Distinctions Committee. Reprints should be sent as separate attachments
along with the pdf file or, if not available electronically, copies should
be mailed separately to each of the five member of the Distinctions
Committee.
Note: The award consists of a plaque and a monetary award derived
from either the annual interest on the principle deposited in the MSA
Alexopoulos Fund or $1,000, whichever is greater. The committee may
choose to make no award in a given year, if it is appropriate. Presentation of the award will take place at the awards ceremony during the
Breakfast and Business Meeting at the annual meeting of the MSA. The
recipient will be notified in time to plan to attend the presentation. The
name of the winner of the award will be published in the annual meeting program and in Inoculum.

William H. Weston Award for Excellence in Teaching
Awarded annually to an outstanding teacher of mycology at the
undergraduate and or graduate levels.
Application deadline: 15th February
Requirements:
(1) The nominee must be a current member of the MSA.
(2) An individual may receive the Weston Award only once.
(3) Self nomination is not allowed.
(4) Nominators must be members of the MSA.
(5) Nominees who are not chosen for the prize in the year in which they
are nominated will be reconsidered for up to two additional years. The
Distinctions Committee Chairperson will request updates of the nominee’s materials.
Documents required: The nomination folder should contain:
(1) A current curriculum vitae, including lists of a) courses taught in mycology, plant pathology or related areas, b) publications related to the
teaching of mycology, c) teaching seminars, symposia or workshops
given by the nominee to either lay or academic groups and, d) memberships on national, regional, state or local committees, panels, etc., on
teaching.
(2) A list of graduate students with thesis titles, degrees and dates, publications, and current addresses (where known), or explanation for the
absence of such.
(3) A statement from the nominee on teaching philosophy, i.e., what the
nominee personally believes it takes to make an excellent teacher, what
the nominee is trying to accomplish in teaching mycology, and how various teaching techniques and strategies help to accomplish this goal.
(4) A list of previous awards or recognition for outstanding teaching.
(5) Evaluation of the nominee’s teaching, including a) solicited and unsolicited letters from students and colleagues who have taken or audited
the nominee’s courses, or been supervised by the nominee, b) course
evaluation forms (or numerical summaries thereof) and c) any other information documenting teaching excellence.
Apply to: The nominator should a) prepare a single electronic file,
preferably in pdf format, containing all of the items listed above and
email it as an attachment; or b) prepare as much as possible electronically in one email with attachments followed by FAX or hard copy of
the non-electronic portions; and send all to the Chair of the MSA Distinctions Committee. If not available electronically, supplemental ma-

terial should be mailed separately to each member of the Distinctions
Committee.
Note: The committee may choose to make no award in a given year, if
it is appropriate. Presentation of the award, a plaque, will take place at
the awards ceremony during the Breakfast and Business Meeting of the
annual meeting of the MSA. The recipient will be notified in time to
plan to attend the presentation. The name of the winner of the award will
be published in the annual meeting program and in Inoculum.

MSA Fellow
Members of the MSA are encouraged to submit nominations for
MSA Fellows to the Chair of the Honorary Awards Committee.
Deadline: February 15th
Guidelines:
(1) MSA Fellows are to be selected from members who have completed at least 11 years of service after their Ph.D., with no upper limit.
(2) MSA Fellows are members who are outstanding mycologists on the
basis of one or more criteria: a solid record of mycological research,
and/or successful teaching and development of teaching materials for
mycology, and/or significant service to the Society. This is meant to recognize a core group of mid-career mycological achievers and outstanding MSA volunteers.
To nominate a deserving mycologist for this Award, please submit a
one-page overview preferably as a pdf email attachment to the Chair of
the Honorary Awards Committee.

Honorary Members
Members of the MSA are encouraged to submit nominations for
MSA Honorary Members to the Chair of the Honorary Awards Committee.
Deadline: February 15th
Guidelines: (1) Honorary members are distinguished senior scientists
with a long record of significant contributions to the science of fungal
biology and who reside in and work in countries other than the U.S. and
Canada. (2) To nominate a mycologist who resides outside of the U.S.
and Canada for this Award, please submit a brief curriculum vitae and
three letters of support, preferably in a single pdf file, to the Chair of the
Honorary Awards Committee.

Graduate Fellowships
Two MSA Graduate Fellowships ($2,000 each), the Memorial
NAMA Fellowship ($2,000), and the Backus Award ($1000) are
awarded annually to promising graduate students in mycology. Applicants are evaluated on the basis of their scholastic merit, research ability and promise shown as a mycologist. These fellowships are intended
as supplementary grants and may be used by the recipients in any way
to further their graduate studies. They are awarded in addition to any fellowship or assistantship support from other sources.
Application deadline: February 15th
Requirements for eligibility: Applicants must be:
(1) student members of the MSA
(2) candidates for the Ph.D.
(3) resident during the tenure of the fellowship in a university in Canada or the United States.
Previous recipients of these fellowships are not eligible to apply. The
NAMA Fellowship comes with the stipulation that the awardee prepare
an article for McIlvainea.
Documents required:
(1) A cover letter addressing your eligibility including a statement that
you have passed your qualifying exams (comprehensive, oral, preliminary, or their equivalent).
(2) A curriculum vitae that includes a paragraph describing your training for the proposed work.
(3) A detailed plan of study. The text of this plan of study must be no
longer than five pages including tables and figures, but not including references. Applications that include proposals exceeding the 5-page limit
will not be considered. The text of this proposal should be single-spaced
and printed in a regular sized font (10 cpi or 12 point). Suggestions for
Continued on following page
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preparing this plan of study are provided below.
(4) Two letters of recommendation, one of which is from your supervisor or thesis advisor. Both referees must be members of MSA. We recommend that your supervisor’s letter also address your eligibility based
on candidacy.
(5) An official graduate school transcript obtained from your institution’s Registrar showing courses taken, grades received, student Social
Security number and Student ID number.
Your plan of study should include the following: 1) a 200- or 250-word
Abstract; 2) an Introduction that explains what you want to do and why
it is interesting or important; 3) a Methods section that convinces the
reader that the project is feasible and describes how the study will be
conducted; and 4) a Discussion section that explains preliminary results
of your study (if any) and their significance. Be concise. Use section
headings and double spacing between paragraphs to make your proposal easier to read.
To apply: Send one copy of your completed application, including all
items listed above, in electronic format to the Chair of the Student
Awards Committee. Confidential letters of reference and transcripts
that are not available electronically should be sent by regular mail to the
Chair of the Student Awards Committee.
Note: The Chair will appoint an ad hoc member to replace any Committee member who has a student applying for a fellowship or who otherwise feels a conflict of interest. The successful applicants will be notified upon selection (usually within four weeks of the closing date for
nominations) so that they may plan to attend the awards presentation at
the annual meeting. Those applicants not notified within this time were
not selected as awardees, but all applicants will be notified of their status. The stipends are awarded following confirmation that the applicants
meet the requirements for eligibility.

Mentor Student Travel Awards
For the 2009 MSA Annual Meeting in Snowbird, Utah (July 2529). The mentor awards are given in the names of some of our famous
mycological forbearers: C. J. Alexopoulos, A. Barksdale, H. Bigelow,
M. Bigelow, E. Butler, W. C. Denison, H. M. Fitzpatrick, M. S. Fuller,
R. P. Korf, E. S. Luttrell, O.K. Miller Jr., J. R. Raper, H. D. Thiers, F.
A. Uecker, and K. Wells.
Application deadline: February 15th
Requirements: Applicants (1) must be MSA student members or past
student members who have been awarded the degree within one year of
the annual meeting and (2) must be presenting a paper or poster at the
meeting. Previous recipients may apply again; if applicant numbers are
higher than the number of awards available, preference will be given to
those who have won the award less than two times.
Documents required (four copies): 1) A cover letter requesting consideration for an MSA Mentor Student Travel Award. Provide telephone number and, if available, fax and email addresses, and include information on any past Mentor Travel Award(s). If matching funds are
available from the applicant’s institution, provide an address the committee can use to officially verify the receipt of an award. 2) Abstract of
paper or poster (note which). 3) Curriculum vita. 4) A one page description of the research project including an explanation of how this
award will further the applicant’s research/study. 5) A letter of support
from the applicant’s major professor addressing the student’s abilities
and potential and briefly summarizing the student’s current research. To
assist the judging committee in making Mentor “assignments” to award
winners, inclusion of comments regarding which Mentor(s) would be
most appropriate for the student are welcome but not required.
To apply: Send your application as a single electronic file, preferably in
pdf format, containing all documents listed above to the Chair of the
Mentor Travel Awards Committee .

Martin-Baker Award
The Martin-Baker award honors two respected teachers of mycology, both of whom had long and distinguished careers in mycology, and
both of whom have faithfully served the Mycological Society of America in several capacities. It is awarded to a recent (within 5 years) Ph.D.
mycologist for the support of new or ongoing research.
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George W. Martin (b. 1886- d. 1971) (M.S. Rutgers University,
1915; Ph.D. University of Chicago, 1922) was associated with the
Botany Department of the University of Iowa (Iowa City) from 1923
until his death in 1971. He served there as Professor, Head of the Department (1953 to 1955), and Emeritus Professor. After retirement in
1955 he was Visiting Professor for two years at the University of Illinois
(Urbana), but then returned to the University of Iowa. Dr. Martin was
world-reknown for his phylogenetic concepts of the fungi and related
organisms and for his authoritative research and taxonomic treatments
of the Myxomycetes and the Tremellales. He served as an officer of various scientific societies, was President of the Mycological Society of
America (1944), was Editor-In-Chief of Mycologia (1950-1957), and
was among the initial group honored by the Botanical Society of America with a Certificate of Merit (1956). In 1970 he received the Henry
Allan Gleason Award from the New York Botanic Garden. Dr. Martin’s
infectious enthusiasm in teaching and research inspired students and colleagues alike. Of the 47 or more students who have received graduate
degrees under his direction, at least 30 have achieved their doctorates.
As his students will undoubtedly attest, Dr. Martin was a scholar who
remained a man of learning, generosity, culture and a good friend.
Gladys E. Baker (M.S. University of Iowa, 1932; Ph.D. Washington University, St. Louis, 1935) taught at Vassar College from 1941
to 1961, and served 13 years as Chair of the Plant Science Department
where she directed 3 graduate students. She offered the first course in
medical mycology at seven women’s colleges. She is a charter member
of the Medical Mycological Society of the Americas and a fellow of
A.A.A.S. From 1961 to 1973 she taught at the University of Hawaii,
Manoa. There she supervised 13 graduate students for advanced degrees
in both general and medical mycology. Students remember her as an effective and enthusiastic teacher, a scientist with the highest integrity, and
a warm and caring friend. Fellow mycologists still admire her memorable work; the 21 illustrated plates in MacBride & Martin, THE MYXOMYCETES (1934): the Antarctic Lichens (1938) with C.W. Dodge;
the nuclear behavior and monographic studies of the genus Helicogloea;
and the cytology and ecology of microfungi.
The Award: As an underlying philosophy, the initiators of this
fund would give preference to 1) support for good research by an individual in a small department, who, because of heavy teaching schedules,
may find it difficult to attract major grant support 2) a recent (within the
past five years) PhD mycologist and 3) research in areas of expertise related to the works of Drs. Martin and Baker and which includes a field
component.
Grants should not be given for indirect costs, but should be applied
directly to research needs. Funds are not to be awarded for travel to
meetings, although research related travel may be supported, if adequately justified. This award is made directly to the individual and is not
an institutional award.
Recipients of grant awards are expected to submit to the MSA Research Awards Committee a report of their use of grant funds and the results of their research efforts. The latter may be in the form of a reprint
of a published work.
Funds available: approximately $2000
Application deadline: February 15th
Documents required: (1) Cover letter (2) Curriculum vita, with publication list and alternative support sources; and (3) Research proposal not
to exceed three single-spaced pages.
Apply to: Send all items listed above in a single electronic file, preferably in pdf format, to the Chair of the MSA Research Awards Committee. A CD with the PDF file and a hard copy of the application would
be appreciated as they may be useful in case there are problems with the
electronic file. The application will be considered to have arrived once all
electronic files have been received in working order by the Chair.
Clark T. Rogerson Student Research Award
The purpose of this award shall be to support student travel to
herbaria and/or field sites to conduct research. Grants are available to
undergraduate or graduate students who are members of the Mycological Society of America.
Continued on following page

Award Amount: $1000.
Application deadline: February 15th
Documents required:
(1) Cover letter.
(2) Curriculum vitae.
(3) A description not to exceed three single-spaced pages of the research
project, including an explanation of how this award will further the applicant’s research.
(4) A letter of support from the applicant’s major professor or mentor
addressing the student’s abilities and potential and briefly summarizing
the student’s research and the appropriateness of the award.
To apply: Send all of the items listed above in a single electronic file,
preferably in electronic format to the Chair of the Research Awards
Committee. Confidential letters of reference may be submitted separately and directly from the referee to the Chair. A CD with the PDF file
and a hard copy of the application would be appreciated as they may be
useful in case there are problems with the electronic file. The application will be considered to have arrived once all electronic files have been
received in working order by the Chair.

Forest Fungal Ecology Research Award
This award supports ecological studies of fungal interactions in old
growth forests or other unique or endangered ecosystems.
Award Amount: $1000, approximately.
Proposals should address innovative approaches to examining fungal
systems or interactions of individuals, or groups of fungi, with hosts or
substrates in old growth forests or other sensitive ecosystems. Floristic
and systematic studies will not be considered.
Eligibility: Applicants must be students working on their Masters or
Ph.D. degrees or be recent recipients of a Ph.D. Honors theses for
BA/BS degree students may be considered.
Documents required:
(1) Cover letter
(2) Proposal of not more than 6 single-spaced pages that includes the rationale for the study and the hypotheses to be tested, a detailed description of the site to be studied, methodologies to be used, description of
the study design, including specifics on the time line to complete the
proposal (generally one year), and a plan for dissemination of results.
(3) A letter of support from the major professor.
(4) Copy of the permit or letter requesting a permit if it is needed to work
in a sensitive site.
Application deadline: February 15th
To apply: Send all items listed above in a single electronic file, preferably in pdf format to the Chair of the Research Awards Committee.
Confidential letters of reference may be submitted separately and directly from the referee to the Chair. A CD with the PDF file and a hard
copy of the application would be appreciated as they may be useful in
case there are problems with the electronic file. The application will be
considered to have arrived once all electronic files have been received
in working order by the Chair.

Alexander H. and Helen V. Smith Research Award
The primary purpose of the fund shall be to encourage the study of
specimens of macrofungi — fleshy Basidiomycetes and Ascomycetes
— collected by Alexander H. Smith and his associates. These collections and materials relating to them are currently deposited at the University of Michigan Herbarium. The Fund will distribute grants-in-aid to
cover all or a significant part of the expense of visiting the Herbarium
and working with the collections and materials relating to them.
Award Amount: approximately $1000
Criteria for Awarding Grants — Grants may be made available
to members of the Mycological Society of America who are working actively on the taxonomy or floristics of the fleshy fungi, with the main
emphasis on supporting high quality research. Professional and trained
“amateur” (i.e. para-professional) mycologists are eligible and are encouraged to submit proposals. The individual should be at a point in
their studies where having full access to Alex’s material would advance
the applicant’s work. These grants are not intended for preliminary studies of possible lines of investigations.

Documents required — 1) a proposal indicating how the study of
Alex’s specimens and manuscripts would advance the applicant’s work,
2) an estimated budget to cover all or part of the anticipated expenses
(e.g. travel, per diem, copying, etc.) and 3) a current curriculum vitae.
Agreement of the Director of the University of Michigan Herbarium (or its successor as custodian for Alex’s specimens and materials relating to them) to have the potential recipient(s) work there must be obtained before the grant is awarded. In the event there are no suitable
applications requesting the utilization of Alex’s collections for floristic
or monographic studies, the Awards Committee, at its discretion, may
award grants to support field work on the fleshy fungi of North America, or for other types of studies on the fleshy macrofungi of North America. If support for a field project is awarded to an applicant, duplicate/representative collections resulting from the field work are to be
deposited at the University of Michigan Herbarium. Prior arrangement
should be made with the Director of the Herbarium. Recipients of these
grants-in-aid are asked to provide the University of Michigan Herbarium with copies of any publications that result from this support. A summary of activity should be forwarded to the Awards Committee in a
timely manner. In compliance with Internal Revenue Service Regulations, the grant recipient must submit all original receipts of expenditures of grant funds to the Treasurer of the MSA. The receipt of documented expenditures by the Treasurer may be necessary before
complete funding of the proposal will be made.
Application deadline: February 15th
To apply: Send all items listed above in a single electronic file, preferably in pdf format to the Chair of the Research Awards Committee.
A CD with the PDF file and a hard copy of the application would be appreciated as they may be useful in case there are problems with the electronic file. The application will be considered to have arrived once all
electronic files have been received in working order by the Chair.
John W. Rippon Research Award
This award supports graduate student research on medically important fungi and is open to M.S. and Ph.D. degree students.
Award Amount: $500, approximately, to be increased when the endowment increases
Application deadline: February 15
Eligibility: Applicants must be students working on their Masters or
Ph.D. degrees. Student must be a current member of the MSA.
Proposals should address innovative approaches to studying medically
important fungi, including those that cause mycoses, mycotoxicosis,
mycoallergies, and mycetismus. Studies may be clinical in nature or
may encompass various research areas, such as genetics, systematics,
genomics, ecology, distribution, epidemiology, mechanisms of pathogenicity, life cycles, or other appropriate areas, as long as the emphasis
of the study addresses the medical importance of the fungus.
Documents required:
(1) Cover letter
(2) Current CV, including career plans and a paragraph regarding training for the proposed work.
(3) Proposal of not more than 5 single-spaced pages that includes the rationale for the study and the hypotheses to be tested, a detailed description of the fungus to be studied, methodologies to be used, description
of the study design, including specifics on the time line to complete the
proposal (generally one year), and a plan for dissemination of results.
Students are encouraged to present their results at a MSA meeting.
(4) Include description of how the proposed research will benefit the
field of medical mycology.
(5) Two letters of support, one of which is from the major professor.
To apply: Send all items listed above in a single electronic file, preferably in pdf format to the Chair of the Research Awards Committee.
Confidential letters of reference may be submitted separately and directly from the referee to the Chair. A CD with the PDF file and a hard
copy of the application would be appreciated as they may be useful in
case there are problems with the electronic file. The application will be
considered to have arrived once all electronic files have been received
in working order by the Chair.
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MYCOLOGICAL NEWS

XII International Congress of Mycology

The XII International Congress of Mycology was held in Istanbul from August 59, 2008. The program was organized under
the capable leadership of Marianna Viviani,
Department of Public Health, Università
degli Studi di Milano (Milano, Italy), the
vice chair of the Mycology Division and
Graham H. Fleet of the University of New
South Wales (Sydney, Australia), chair of
the Mycology Division. Emel Tumbay, Department of Microbiology and Clinical Microbiology, Ege University (Izmir, Turkey)
chaired the local committee and contributed
substantial efforts to the organization of the
abstract book and to local arrangements.
As part of the opening ceremony, held
jointly with the International Congress of Bacteriology and Applied Microbiology, Pedros
W. Crous (Netherlands) gave a plenary adSession on Applied Fungal Genetics. Left to right: Nilgun Tumer, Andress on “Fungal diversity: the future of retonis Rokas, Francine Govers, T.”Ed” Cleveland, Joan W. Bennett,
search.” During the mycology congress there Scott Baker, Masa Machida.
were four plenary sessions and sixteen symposia, with special emphasis on topics in apvice-chair and Jinx Campbell Marine Mycology, Department
plied aspects of yeast research, medical mycology and emergof Coastal Sciences, University of Southern Mississippi Gulf
ing trends in genomics. Barbara J. Howlett (Australia) gave the
Coast Research Laboratory (Ocean Springs, Mississippi,
key note address on “Mechanisms of fungal pathogenesis in
USA) was elected secretary-treasurer. As vice-chair and
plants and animals.” Dr. T. Edward Cleveland (USA) won the
chair, respectively, Drs. Baker and Viviani now serve on the
Arima Award in Applied Microbiology and during a sympoExecutive Board of IUMS where fungal geneticist Joan W.
sium on Applied Fungal Genomics presented the Arima Award
Bennett, Department of Plant Biology and Pathology, Rutlecture on “The new biotechnology: genomic approaches to
gers University (New Brunswick, New Jersey, USA) serves
mycotoxin control.” Participants came from many places
as a vice president of IUMS.
around the world and for Americans it was a welcome opporThe next International Congress of Mycology will be
tunity to meet with mycologists from Iran, Turkey and other
held in Sapporo, Japan, from September 6-10, 2011. Inforcountries whose scientists rarely or never travel to the USA.
mation on IUMS, including governance, plans for future
On Thursday, at the business meeting of the Internationmeetings, and nomination forms for IUMS Awards are availal Congress of Mycology, Scott Baker, Chemical & Biologable on the IUMS homepage: http://www.iums.org/.
ical Processes Development Group, Pacific Northwest Na—Joan Bennett
tional Laboratory (Richland, Washington, USA) was elected
profmycogirl@yahoo.com

Memories of Margaret Barr-Bigelow

My first memory of Professor Bigelow was at a Mycological Society of America “Social” during the late 1970s.
Aware of her published works, I was eager to gain a sense of
Margaret, the person, before I made up my mind to pursue
graduate studies in mycology. I first spotted her standing on
a grassy lawn with a cup of beer in one hand, a Camel cigarette in the other. And I thought, hm-m-m-m no pretense
here. Later, as her graduate student I would come to appreciate how that lack of pretense made her so accessible to professional colleagues around the globe. Margaret showed the
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same respect for the eccentric solo researcher as the lauded
university professor. She instilled in me the notion that it is
not the postmark that counts; it is the quality of the work.
These values would serve me well in my own career, especially as Editor-in-Chief of an international journal.
When at that same first meeting, I asked Professor
Bigelow why she chose to study Loculoascomycetes, she
replied “because they are so impossible.” That brings to
mind another value Margaret held high, that of publishing.
Continued on following page

As her student I didn’t get a lecture on “publish or
perish.” Rather, what I heard was that a researcher
had a duty to capture one’s thoughts and observations and share them with the greater mycological
community. When we would sit in Margaret’s office and hatch ideas to push back the frontiers of
science, she would always remind me that the most
brilliantly conceived notion was rendered worthless
unless it made it into print.
Because she tackled so many “impossible” topics in mycology, it is reassuring to know that her
printed works will endure to the benefit of future
scholarship.
And, I still remember Professor Bigelow’s answer when I boldly asked if she would take me on
as her graduate student. Her reply was that she
wouldn’t encourage me and she wouldn’t discourage me. With that I had my first glimpse of what we
would affectionately refer to as her “Prairie Grit.”
Margaret Barr Bigelow with Amy Rossman on the 2004 MSA
No doubt her sentiments reflected her own arduous
mycological foray bus. Photo by Roz Lowen.
career path. Later, during a long car trip we passed
the time with a round of How I Got My Start in MyMaggie’s own garden and a nice Scotch before dinner. (To
cology. When it came Margaret’s turn she quipped “I think
this day I marvel at how clean she kept her house - not an ash
people would be surprised to learn that I never graduated
in sight; not a whiff of cigarette smoke or kitty litter?!) It was
from high school” and went on to describe the educational
reassuring to know that Margaret, dedicated professional of
opportunities, or lack thereof at Elkhorn, Manitoba.
international repute, also managed to have “a life,” a historic
What I count among my fondest memories of Margaret
home, cats, friends and family, a loving husband.
were visits to Conway. The Bigelow grad students were the
I feel blessed that our lives crossed paths.
envy of their peers at Thanksgiving. We could count on a
—Jean Boise Cargill
feast complete with potatoes, squash and rutabaga from
cargill@ncia.net

Peripatetic Mycology

2008 marks the ninth year of mycological investigations in the Upper Potaro
River Basin in the Pakaraima Mountains
of Guyana, in northeastern South America. Projects undertaken over July-August
2008 by myself and various students from
Humboldt State University and the University of Guyana included collection of
fungi for taxonomic purposes, monitoring
of litterfall, seedling survival, and fruit
production of the ectomycorrhizal tropical
monodominant tree Dicymbe corymbosa.
Fieldwork challenges in this sublime
wilderness include dealing with heavy
rain, foot rot, and climbing through tangled treefall gaps to get GPS points. Without the “cushy” facilities of other tropical
field stations we are on our own to both
survive and accomplish science. As always, we wouldn’t have lasted a minute
without the help of our Patamona
Amerindian assistants!
—Terry Henkel
twh5@humboldt.edu

Guyana Mycology 2008. Left to right. Humphrey Andrew, Ben Hart
(HSU), Francino Edmond, Peter Joseph (kneeling), Giovanna Young
(UG), Valentino Joseph, Tom Pacholik (HSU), Phillip Cheong, Terry
Henkel (HSU)
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APS Widely Prevalent Plant Pathogenic Fungi List

The American Phytopathological Society has been
working with APHIS-PPQ to develop lists of widely prevalent plant pathogenic organisms in each state to help expedite
the permitting process for research isolates. To this end, the
APS Widely Prevalent Plant Pathogenic Fungi List working
group has extensively revised the state lists of widely prevalent fungal plant pathogens, with 51 states and territories
now providing lists. The lists have been developed into an
online database, available at http://www.prevalentfungi.org.
We invite mycologists working with the listed fungal species
to submit high-quality, detailed images of key microscopic
structures to be linked to each fungal name in the database.
Other images associated with these fungi, including disease
symptoms, will also be accepted and helpful. A submission
form, along with a link to guidelines and information about
copyright, is available at: http://images.bugwood.org. To use
the submission form, log-in is required, but directions for obtaining a free ID are also available.
The Prevalent Fungi list website will be available as a resource for diagnosticians, plant pathologists, instructors, and others. The expedited permit list will be officially hosted on the
APHIS website (http://www.aphis.usda.gov/plant_health/),
where you can also find information on criteria for expedited permits. The working group will be carrying out another update of
the list prior to the APS meeting in 2009 (lists are updated by extension plant pathologists, mycologists, and state pest regulatory
officers in each state).
In the process of developing the database, each fungal

name was cross-referenced with Index Fungorum
(http://www.indexfungorum.org/), the USDA-ARS Systematic Mycology and Microbiology Laboratory databases
(http://nt.ars-grin.gov/fungaldatabases/index.cfm) and some
other sources, to check for appropriate taxonomic name,
spelling, and so on; this, of course, is an ongoing process, as
taxonomic and nomenclatural changes are published.
Funds received from APHIS-PPQ for this project are used
to help support speakers at APS annual meeting symposia
sponsored by the APS Mycology Committee. At the 2008 APS
Centennial meeting, funds were used to support travel for all
speakers at the symposium “Assembling the Fungal Tree of
Life: From Linneaus to Deep Hypha and Beyond.” Speakers
included Meredith Blackwell, David McLaughlin, Conrad
Schoch, Cathie Aime and André Levesque.
Funds for the development and ongoing support of the
website are provided by the Southern Plant Diagnostic Network and APHIS-PPQ through the APS Widely Prevalent
Plant Pathogenic Fungi Working Group. Joseph LaForest, of
the University of Georgia, Center for Invasive Species and
Ecosystem Health (the Bugwood Network) developed the
online database, and will continue to coordinate the site. The
working group co-directors are Carol Stiles, Valdosta State
University, Valdosta, GA, and Carrie Harmon, Assistant Director, Southern Plant Diagnostic Network, University of
Florida / IFAS, Gainesville.

—Carol Stiles
carolmstiles@yahoo.com

Advanced Mycology: Freshwater and Marine Ascomycetes

During the week of September 28 through October
4, Drs. Carol Shearer and Huzefa Raja (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign) offered a five-day course on
Advanced Mycology: Freshwater and Marine Ascomycetes at Humboldt Field Research Institute at Eagle
Hill on the Eastern Maine Coast.
During the course participants learnt how to collect
and identify a variety of ecological groups of ascomycetes responsible for the decomposition of herbaceous and woody debris in freshwater and marine habitats. The ecological groups covered were the freshwater
Ingoldian hyphomycetes, aeroaquatic hyphomycetes,
dematiaceous hyphomycetes, and ascomycetes, as well
as the marine ascomycetes and hyphomycetes. Information about the life histories, morphological adaptations
and enzymatic activities of these fungi were discussed.
Techniques on how to prepare material for microscopic
examination and information about the microscopic
morphological characters needed to identify filamentous
aquatic fungi were presented. Field trips, lectures, and
hands-on activities in the lab were used to provide participants an insight about these fascinating yet understudied groups of fungi.
—Carol Shearer
carolshe@life.uiuc.edu

—Huzefa Raja
raja@life.illinois.edu
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Course Participants. From left to right (front row): Laurie
Leonard, Rosalind Lowen, Dorothy Spaulding, Huzefa Raja
(Instructor), and Carol Shearer (Instructor). From left to
right (back row): Rabern Simmons, Scott Martin, and Karen
Garrison.

FNQ Mycoblitz

19th - 25th February 2009. Registration and payment and airport transfers (free of charge) is AU$80 per night. For the
six nights of the Mycoblitz the total cost is AU$480.
due: 10th December 2008
Payment: Please register for the Mycoblitz by completing
You are invited to attend the first fungal foray (Mycoblitz)
in the Wet Tropics World Heritage area of Far North Queens- the following form and returning it with your cheque or moneyland, Australia. The Mycoblitz is being organized in conjunction order payment by the 10th of December to the following address:
Tropical FNQ Mycoblitz 2009
with the School of Marine and Tropical Biology at James Cook
School of Marine and Tropical Biology
University and the new Australian Tropical Herbarium. The
James Cook University
venue will be on the Atherton Tablelands at the Lake Tinaroo
PO Box 6811
Recreational Centre, Tinaroo Falls Dam Road. The foray will
Cairns 4870
begin on the evening of the 19th of February.
Queensland AUSTRALIA.
The aim of the Mycoblitz is to collect as many new species
Further enquiries please contact Sandra Abell: 07 4042 1254
of fungi as possible in a short period of time. The program will
include daily collecting, with identification and short seminars to or email: sandra.abell@jcu.edu.au
be held in the evenings. We will be visiting a variety of sites including tropical rainforests, wet sclerophyll
and savannah ecosystems. This is also an
opportunity for students and enthusiastic
amateurs to learn field mycology and idenRegistration Form: Tropical FNQ Mycoblitz
Thursday 19 th to Wednesday the 25 th of February 2009
tification skills from visiting international
and national experts.
Name:
The surveys will focus on the participating taxonomists’ fields of expertise. To
Address:
date this will include Agaric, Boletoid,
Coralloid and Hypogeous (truffle) fungi.
Accommodation: Lake Tinaroo
Recreation centre provides comfortable dormitory style shared accommodation (4 to 6
Telephone:
Fax:
per room) with all linen and bedding supEmail:
plied. Only twenty beds have been booked
so please register early to avoid missing out.
Number attending:
Meals: Breakfast, a packed lunch and
dinner will be catered for by the Tinaroo
Cost:
Recreation Centre. This also includes dinner
Total Cost
on the 19th and breakfast prior to departure
Accommodation, Meals and Transport: @ $80 x 6 nights $480.00
on the 25th of February. Please indicate if
you have any special dietary needs to help
Please make your cheque or money-order payable to: Tropical FNQ
Mycoblitz 2009
us cater for you.
Transportation: The nearest airport to
Transportation:
the venue is Cairns, which has flights to and
from all major Australian cities as well as
I will require airport pickup (circle):
Yes
No
international flights. All costs will include
Flight details: (please provide if you ticked yes on the previous question)
airport transfers to and from the venue subject to the arrival time on the 19th being beArrival (19 th) time:
Flight Number:
fore 3pm and the departure time on the 25th
being after 1pm. Please indicate on the form
Flight Number:
Departure (25 th) time:
if you will be requiring airport pick-up
and/or drop-off, or if you will be making
Special Dietary Requirements:
your own way to the Tinaroo Recreation
Centre. Also indicate your arrival and deOther Special Requirements:
parture times on the form so that we can coordinate the transport. The venue is approxI would like to present a talk or poster (circle):
Yes
No
imately one hour and thirty minutes drive
from Cairns city.
Title:
Costs: The cost including accommodation, meals, transport during the Mycoblitz
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USDA-ARS Collection of Entomopathogenic Fungal Cultures

IMPORTANT NOTE: The USDA-ARS Collection of
Entomopathogenic Fungal Cultures (ARSEF) MUST TEMPORARILY HALT ALL RECEIPTS AND DISTRIBUTIONS while moving to new cryogenic facilities

REQUESTS FOR ISOLATES:
ARSEF will defer processing of new requests after 20 October 2008 but will try to fill earlier orders before the move begins
on 3 November. ARSEF may have to delay shipping larger or
more complex requests until after this transition is complete.

DEPOSITIONS OF NEW ISOLATES IN ARSEF:
Please defer new shipments to ARSEF until January 2009.
The moving process will start on 3 November and continue for 4-6 weeks. Many tens of thousands of cryovials will
be moved from several overcrowded nitrogen dewars to a different space with a much larger, more cryogenically efficient
dewar while simultaneously updating our database to reflect
the new locations of all cryovials.
Please be patient if we are slow or unable to respond to
your messages during this period. Your patronage of the
ARSEF collection is vitally important to us, and we hope to

be able to provide a new level of service once this transition
is complete.
ARSEF will resume shipping and receiving fungi as soon
as possible but this suspension of routine collection activities
may extend into our usual year-end ‘break’: As a matter of
policy, we rarely ship isolates during late December, a widely observed holiday period, when the weather,
postal/shipping conditions, and a requesting laboratory’s
ability to receive or to process isolates remain unpredictable.
Full normal operations of the ARSEF collection may not
resume until Monday, 5 January 2009.
Please check the ARSEF website (http://arsef.
fpsnl.cornell.edu) from mid-November for updates about our
progress and anticipated resumption of services. ARSEF will
also notify recent customers about when we will resume normal operations both by email and notices on the websites of
the Society for Invertebrate Pathology and Mycological Society of America.

—Richard A. Humber
Insect Mycologist and Curator, ARSEF
Phone: 607-255-1276
Email: Richard.Humber@ars.usda.gov
http://arsef.fpsnl.cornell.edu

MYCOLOGIST’S BOOKSHELF

Six books are reviewed in this issue—many thanks to our MSA reviewers! In addition, two new books
were received since the last Mycologist’s Bookshelf. You will notice the availability of a book after the
notice. If you would like to review a book, let me know. I will send it to you, you write the review, and
then you can keep the book. All requests for books to review should be sent to Amy Rossman at
Amy.Rossman@ars.usda.gov.

Forest Fungi of Central India

Forest Fungi of Central India. 2008. R.K. Verma, N.
Sharma, K.K. Soni, Jamaluddin. International Book Distributing Co., ibdco@airtelbroadband.in. ISBN 81-8189-228-3.
418 pp. Price: Rs. 2100.00.
This book provides descriptions and limited illustrations
of the fungi collected in the forests of Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh states of central India. The book is arranged taxonomically with most of the anamorphic fungi integrated into
the Ascomycetes and comprising about two-thirds of the
book. Among the several hundred species included, two new
genera and twenty-two new species are described. Both a
host index divided by major life form, i.e. trees versus
climbers, etc. and a fungus index are included. Descriptions
for each genus are provided as well as for each species. Unfortunately the quality of the photomicrographs is not good
and this detracts from the usefulness of the book. In addition,
some of the line drawings lack the detail needed to distin34 Inoculum 59(6), November 2008

guish one species from another such as for Diatrypella caryotae and D. semecarpi, the latter a new species. In addition,
the discussion of salient characteristics of the new species is
non-existent, thus one wonders how they are different from
the many, already described species in large genera. In addition, few species have been cultured thus one will never know
if, for example, the new species of Phomopsis, P. ougeiniae,
is distinct from the over 1,000 already described taxa in that
genus. For the interesting and unusual species reported especially the two new genera, one also wishes for a culture in
order to conduct molecular systematic studies of these rare
species. This book will be useful to those recording the biodiversity of fungi throughout the world.

—Amy Rossman
Systematic Mycology & Microbiology Laboratory
USDA-ARS
Beltsville, MD
Amy.Rossman@ars.usda.gov

Microfungi Occurring on Proteaceae in the Fynbos

Microfungi occurring on
Proteaceae in the Fynbos.
2008. Seonju Marincowitz,
Pedro W. Crous, Johannes Z.
Groenewald, Michael J. Wingfield. Centraalbureau voor
Schimmelcultures, P.O. Box
85167, Utrecht, The Netherlands, http://www.cbs.knaw.nl/
publications/index.htm. . Biodiversity Series 7. ISBN: 978-9070351-71-7. 166 pp. Price:
€50.00.
Here is another excellent
book published in the CBS
Biodiversity Series! The book starts with a description of the
biologically diverse fynbos or “shrubland vegetation, commonly found in mountains, fields, and coastal areas of the
Western and Eastern Cape Provinces of South Africa” along
with several scenic photographs of the area. Indigenous to
South Africa, Australia and New Zealand, the Proteaceae are
a major component of the fynbos. The discussion of the Proteaceae is followed by two full pages of colored photographs
illustrating the beauty of these plants known to most of us as
exotic cut flowers. The main portion of the book consists of
descriptions and illustrations of the 141 species of microfun-

gi divided into two sections: Ascomycetes and Anamorphic
fungi. Of these, 59 species and two genera are new to science.
Each species is well-described and provided with excellent,
high-quality, colored photomicrographs. Almost every page
has a colored plate on it. An attempt was made to grow each
specimen and for many species the results of blasting an ITS
sequence is presented in the Notes. Many of the new species
lack molecular data although some do and the attempt to culture these fungi is appreciated. Unfortunately for Nectria proteae herein described as a new species, this was not the case.
And, even in this relatively well-known genus and with the
new species adequately described and illustrated, the morphological characteristics are just too few for accurate definition without molecular data. The descriptions are followed by
a most interesting analysis of the “Diversity of Microfungi of
the Fynbos Proteaceae” that proves statistically how unique
are these microfungi, yet many more remain to be discovered.
Although appearing limited in scope i.e. microfungi on Proteaceae, this book will be useful to many mycologists in that
the common species of microfungi such as Gloniopsis praelonga and Trichothecium roseum are well-illustrated.

A Manual and Source Book on the Boletes and their
Allies. Synopsis Fungorum 24. 2008. Roy Watling. Fungiflora, Oslo, Norway, http://www.bio.uio.no/bot/ascomycetes/
FungiFlora/ ISBN 978-82-90724-36-3. 248 p. Price: paperback NOK 300 (approximately $55.50).
The past two decades of phylogenetic research have resulted in a significant expansion of the systematic concept of
the Boletales to include not only poroid and several lamellate
taxa, but also gasteroid, resupinate, merulioid and hydnoid
forms (Binder & Hibbett 2006, Binder et al. 2005, Bruns et
al. 1989, Grubisha et al. 2001). As a result, known diversity
in the order now well exceeds that presented in the generic
synopses of Singer (1986). Roy Watling’s recent publication
is a welcome addition for boletology. Drawing on his own
40+ years of study of the boletes as well as on extensive taxonomic and phylogenetic literature, Watling provides synopses of 79 (according to the publisher’s summary; my own
count was higher) genera currently accepted in the Boletales
based on phylogenetic data.
The text is composed of 11 parts: a taxonomic synopsis of
genera; a synopsis of extralimital genera and families previously linked to the Boletales; a classification of the Boletales;
a key to genera; a brief primer on characters for species recognition; a glossary of terms; four lists of references (general
index of mycofloras and terminology sources; general index
of floras, systematic, and anatomical references related to bo-

letes; general index of species indices and checklists; and a
specific index of works cited in the text); and a set of 17 plates
with line drawings showing overall habit, basidiospore morphology, and sometimes cystidial morphology for representative species of most of the genera treated in the text.
The heart of this work is the synoptic treatment of genera, arranged in alphabetical order. This section could almost
be considered a genus-level monograph in miniature, as it includes not only information on the type species and diagnostic characters and a general macro- and micromorphological
description of each genus, but also information on geographic distribution, chemistry, ecology, cytology, developmental
studies, genetic studies, and synonomy when such information is available. As a result, this volume certainly lives up to
its title as a source book, and will prove valuable not only to
students and researchers of Boletales taxonomy and systematics, but to those studying nearly any aspect of this group of
fungi including floristics, chemistry, or comparative biology.
In the commentaries that end each synopsis, Watling highlights elements of taxonomic and nomenclatural history, differences between genera, results of molecular phylogenetic
studies, locations of keys and images, and subjects in particular need of research. The author identifies genera in which
systematic revisions are actively occurring, including a tip of
the hat to several graduate student researchers and their re-

—Amy Rossman
Systematic Mycology & Microbiology Laboratory
USDA-ARS
Beltsville, MD
Amy.Rossman@ars.usda.gov

A Manual and Source Book on the Boletes and Their Allies

Continued on following page
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search advisors that are conducting molecular studies on various bolete genera. While these commentaries are highly informative, they do include what I perceive to be the book’s
only significant flaw: the results of phylogenetic studies are
often invoked but not cited. For example, of Pseudoboletus,
it is stated that “The genus is supported by molecular studies,” and, of Fistulinella, “In molecular studies the genus is
linked to Retiboletus q.v.”; in neither case, nor in many others in the book, however, are these molecular studies cited.
Unfortunately, these omissions make it impossible for an interested researcher to consult the original sources of these results; future printings of this text should rectify this issue.
With its broad coverage and wealth of information, this
volume is a valuable and important contribution to our understanding of the Boletales. Dr. Watling’s scholarship and
experience with the Boletales shine throughout this volume,
and make this an essential addition to the bookshelf of any
student or researcher studying this group of fungi.
References
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—Todd Osmundson

Institute of Systematic Botany and the
Lewis B. & Dorothy Cullman Program for Molecular Systematics Studies
The New York Botanical Garden
Bronx, NY
and
Department of Ecology, Evolution & Environmental Biology
Columbia University
New York, NY
tosmundson@nybg.org

Conservation of Rare or Little-Known Species

Conservation of Rare or
Little-Known Species. Biological, Social, and Economic
Considerations. Martin G.
Raphael and Randy Molina
(eds.). Island Press, http://www.
islandpress.org. ISBN: 978-159726-165-4.
Charismatic megafauna
need not apply. Raphael and
Molina have assembled writings from wildlife biologists,
botanists, ecologists, economists, and a sociologist in various government agencies to
publish a comprehensive review of scientific principles and
management strategies surrounding the preservation of rare
or little-known species (RLKS). The authors offer convincing
arguments for the protection of RLKS by citing examples
from peer-reviewed research and operating within the limits
of current federal laws. Many RLKS provide and protect
basic ecosystem services that are the foundations of environmental sustainability. While conservation of RLKS based on
ecological considerations are important, the social and economic concerns of stakeholders are also addressed. Readers
interested in conservation science and the management of
RLKS will find this book an informative review of the principles and pitfalls surrounding this complex science.
The book begins with a general review of conservation goals
and objectives. The reader is introduced to the definitions and
challenges posed by RLKS. Next, the authors offer conservation
strategies based on the protection of individual species or ecosystem functions and services. With the objective of providing
36 Inoculum 59(6), November 2008

land/resource managers a holistic guide for implementing conservation strategies, the final chapters focus on social and economic considerations involved in the implementation of proposed management programs. The final chapters acknowledge
the problems encountered in the real world with multiple stakeholders advocating for conflicting interests.
Individuals looking for a myco-centric textbook will be
disappointed. Mycologists will find this book offers examples of rational arguments for the protection of RLKS that include cryptic species such as fungi. Professors interested in
the book may find it best suited to conservation and management centered courses. It would make an excellent supplemental resource to upper/graduate level courses, including
mycology, to introduce students to conservation science.
The book is also an excellent source of information for
land/resource managers. It offers a logical presentation of the
complex problems associated with the protection of RLKS.
Guidelines stepping the reader through the decision-making
process with attention to economic and social factors prepare
the reader for making justifications to disaffected stakeholders. Flow charts and tables with information on management
decisions and relevant laws are appropriately voluminous.
Overall the book moves beyond the soaring rhetoric of
popular science to provide the reader with guidelines on how
to develop management plans to protect RLKS. Best yet, you
don’t need an endangered cuddly fuzzy animal or showy orchid to justify the conservation of a unique ecosystem. But
wouldn’t it be great if charismatic mega-sporocarps could
capture the same attention of the public as do polar bears!!!

—Bradley Miller
Department of Forestry
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, VA
bwmillergk@hotmail.com

Fungi in the Ancient World

Fungi in the Ancient
World: How Mushrooms,
Mildews, Molds, and Yeast
Shaped the Early Civilization of Europe, the Mediterranean, and the Near East.
2008. Frank Dugan. APS
Press, 3340 Pilot Knob Road,
St.
Paul,
MN
55121,
http://www.shopapspress.org.
ISBN: 978-0-89054-361-0.
152 pp. Price: $60.00.
This book aims to explore
and explain how fungi fashioned the development of Europe, the Mediterranean and adjacent west Asia from the Neolithic period (10,000 BC) through the classical era (1,000 AD).
It consists of 140 pages with 16 chapters: the first chapter is an
introduction in which the author explains from where he obtained his evidence; chapter 2 covers fungi in baking and brewing; chapter 3 chronicles edible fungi; chapter 4 looks at fungi
as entheogens; chapter 5 deals with poisonous fungi and mycotoxins; chapter 6 covers fungi used for medicinal purposes and
other technologies; chapter 7 is on plant-pathogenic fungi;
chapter 8 deals with fungi as agents of rot on wood and fabric;
chapter 9 on human and animal pathogens; environmental and
ecological roles of fungi are dealt with in chapter 10; ancient
fungi preserved in glacial ice or permafrost is discussed in chapter 11; chapter 12 covers ancient images of fungi; chapter 13 reports on fungi in ancient European folklore; chapter 14 explores
ideas of the ancients on fungal biology; chapter 15 covers some
additional hypotheses regarding the impact of fungi in ancient
times; and chapter 16 is a concluding chapter in which the author summarizes the evidence and evaluates how fungi influenced early civilizations. Other than the Introduction and Conclusions, each chapter is divided into two sections: the first
section gives a synopsis of the chapter, and the second section
provides references and documentation.

The first sections of each chapter are easy to read and
provide an interesting and sometimes conjectural view of
how fungi played a role in molding (no pun intended!) the
course of history. The second sections of each chapter are
written in a different style and are rather disjointed as the dialogue is composed of strings of quotations put together.
Often it seems as if you are reading the same thing twice as
the author quotes from one source and then later in the chapter quotes from another source on the same subject. This is
due to the fact that rather than discussing a subject and providing the sources and references to that discussion, as in typical scientific journals and books, the author discusses the
sources and references, and quotes what those authors said
and believed. Consequently when more than one source is
used, the subject matter is often repeated.
Unfortunately, the book is not written to provide a complete history. Instead it provides the references for the reader
to consult for further information. In some ways it seems that
the book was written for the non-mycologist and in such a
way as to make fungi interesting to the public, for example,
whether or not Agrippina rid herself of her troublesome husband, the Emperor Tiberius Claudius, by feeding him Amanita phalloides. The second sections providing references are
presented to satisfy the mycologist or scientist reading it who
would want more information or even proof before accepting
the author’s conclusions.
This book is expensive. It is a small paperback (140
pages) and at $60 is priced out of the market for someone casually reading about ancient fungi. However, it is useful as an
overview of what literature and documentation is available to
demonstrate how fungi influenced the early civilizations, and
would be a good reference book for those wishing to explore
the subject further.

Compendium of Soil Fungi. Second edition. Domsch,
K.H., W. Gams, T.H. Anderson (2007). IHW-Verlag, Eching.
672 pp. ISBN 978-3-930167-69-2. Price: Euros 149 (plus
postage).
The first edition of the Compendium was published in
two volumes in 1980. Volume I (859 pp) was the main body
of the text and contained descriptions of genera and species,
along with information on ecology and physiology. Volume
II (405 pp) contained keys to genera, a reference section
(6,593 entries), and an index to fungal names. An updated
reprint of this book became available in 1993.
In response to continuing demand, there is now a second
edition of this exceptional book. The original two volumes
totaled 1264 pages. The new edition has a slightly larger format (A4) but makes much more efficient use of space. Re-

markably, material from the earlier two volumes, plus an additional 800 references is now contained in a single volume
of 672 pages. This miracle of reorganization has been accomplished by tightening up the diagram layouts, eliminating
dead space between generic descriptions, using a larger page
size, and narrower margins at the top, bottom, and sides.
The keys are now in a much more useful location at the
beginning of the book. The line diagrams are mostly those
from the first edition, exceptionally clean and well executed.
Diagrams are mostly unlabeled with minimal descriptive legends but this is no handicap to those who have a general
knowledge of the fungi. The scanning electron micrographs
are exceptional. Relatively low magnifications and easy to in-

Compendium of Soil Fungi

—Jinx Campbell
Department of Coastal Sciences
University of Southern Mississippi
Gulf Coast Research Laboratory
Ocean Springs, MS
jinx.campbell@usm.edu

Continued on following page
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terpret, they supplement the descriptions and line diagrams in
excellent fashion.
The new edition is particularly valuable as Walter Gams
has taken the time and trouble to update the taxonomic
changes that have crept into the literature so frequently over
the years. There is a list of genera given at the beginning of
the book with page directives for quick access. Additional information including anamorphic names is given in the ‘index
to names’ at the back of the book. Also, in the body of the
text, the genera are arranged in alphabetical order. This is a
very easy book to find your way around and you can page
through the book quickly to locate items of interest.
This is not just a taxonomic identification manual. For each
species monograph there are also sections on ecology, and
physiology. There is, therefore, a wealth of information and reference material available to satisfy the most diverse interests.
The original book was based on isolates from two wheat
field soils and this imposed limitations on content. The new
edition has expanded the original concept to include the most
common species found in a wide variety of temperate soils
and soil types. It has thus become more useful to a wider
ranging geographical audience especially since most of the
species treated have a global distribution.
In most cases, where known, the name of the teleomorph
is given in preference to that of the anamorph. This follows
proper procedure but, nevertheless, for many fungi the teleomorph is rare in occurrence. The authors have a pragmatic approach to this problem and, in some cases, but perhaps not

often enough for me, species are keyed out and listed on the
basis of their anamorphic state e.g. Gibberella species are
keyed out under Fusarium.
This is a great book. There is still great joy for many of
us to take a book such as this and leaf leisurely through the
pages, jumping here and there as the fancy takes us. I enjoyed
this book immensely; it is a magnificent production. To get
the combination of talents that it takes to complete a book of
this type is not easy and the authors are to be complimented
on this exceptional synergistic association.
The first edition of the Compendium was excellent and
the second edition is even better. It is a fine collection of information on the most commonly encountered fungi. The authors have done a fine job of addressing a challenging problem. Although not cheap at 149 Euros it is nevertheless a
bargain at any price. This type of utilitarian book gets daily
use and lasts for a generation or more on the laboratory shelf.
The 1980 edition of this book became unavailable very
quickly. Those who have any interest in fungi as ecologists,
pathologists, mycologists, aerobiologists, food mycologists,
and especially soil microbiologists would we well advised to
obtain a copy early. I fear that with this type of book we are at
the end of an era and it will be difficult in the future to get a production of this quality and professionalism in the printed form.

• Torikseened Soomes ja Eestis [Pore Fungi in Finland
and Estonia]. 2008. Tuomo Niemelä. Originally published
in 2005 in Finnish. Estonian edition edited by Erast Parmasto, translated by Katrin Jürgens and Indrek Sell. Eesti
Loodusfoto Publishers, Tartu. ISBN 978-9985-830-86-4.
320 p. Includes 300 photos of polypores and descriptions of
species based mainly on macroscopic characters with statistical data on spore measurements. Available through
Erast Parmasto <eparmasto@yahoo.com>. Review in
process.

• Peronosporaceae of Korea. 2006. H.D. Shin and Y.J.
Choi. Plant Pathogens of Korea 12. National Insitute of
Agricultural Science and Technology, Suwon, Korea.
Available through H.D. Shin <hdshin@korea.ac.kr>. Review in process.

• The Aspergilli: Genomic, Medical Aspects, Biotechnology,
and Research Methods. 2008. Gustavo H. Goldman, Stephen A.
Osmani (eds.). CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL 33487,
http://www.crcpress.com. ISBN 13: 978-1-8493-9080-7. 551 pp.
Price: £82.00. Review needed.

• Conservation of Rare or Little-Known Species. Biological, Social, and Economic Considerations. 2007. M.G. Raphael, R.
Molina. Island Press, 1718 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 300,
Washington, DC 20009. ISBN 978-1-59726-166-1. 375 pp. Price:
hardcover $90.00, softcover $45.00. Reviewed in this issue.

Recently Received Books

Previously Listed Books

• Compendium of Onion and Garlic Diseases and Pests, 2nd
Edition. 2008. Howard F. Schwartz, S. Krishna Mohan (eds.).
APS Press, 3340 Pilot Knob Road, St. Paul, MN 55121,
http://www.shopapspress.org. ISBN: 978-0-89054-357-3. 127
pp. Price: $59.00. Review in progress.
• Compendium of Soil Fungi, Second Edition. 2007. W. Gams
(ed). IHW-Verlag & Verlagsbuchhandlung, Postfach 1119, D85378 Eching b. München, dr.schmid@ihwverlag.de. ISBN 9783-930167-69-2. 700 pp. Price: €149.00 plus postage. Reviewed in
this issue.
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—George L. Barron
Environmental Biology
University of Guelph
Guelph, Ontario
gbarron@uoguelph.ca

• Forest Fungi of Central India. 2008. R.K. Verma, N. Sharma,
K.K. Soni, Jamaluddin. International Book Distributing Co.,
ibdco@airtelbroadband.in. ISBN 81-8189-228-3. 418 pp. Price:
Rs. 2100.00. Reviewed in this issue.

• Fungal Pathogenesis in Plants and Crops. Molecular Biology
and Host Defense Mechanisms, 2nd Edition. 2008. P. Vidhyasekaran. CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL 33487,
http://www.crcpress.com. ISBN: 978-0-8493-9867-4. 509 pp.
Price: $169.95. Review needed.

• Fungi of Australia: Smut Fungi. 2008. K. Vanky, R.G. Shivas.
CSIRO
Publishing,
http://www.publish.csir.au/nid/18/
pid/5729/htm. 276 pp. plus CD. Price: 130 AU$. Review in
progress.

• Fungi in the Ancient World: How Mushrooms, Mildews,
Molds, and Yeast Shaped the Early Civilization of Europe, the
Mediterranean, and the Near East. 2008. Frank Dugan. APS
Press, 3340 Pilot Knob Road, St. Paul, MN 55121,
http://www.shopapspress.org. ISBN: 978-0-89054-361-0. 152
pp. Price: $60.00. Reviewed in this issue.
• Fungi Europaei 1. Agaricus – Allopsalliota – Part I. 2008. Luis
Alberto Parra Sánchez. Edizioni Candusso, Alassio, Italy.
ISBN88-901057-7-1. 824 pp. Price: €75.00. Review in Sep-Oct
2008.

• Fungi of Cameroon. 2007. Clovis Douanla-Meli. Gebrüder Borntraeger Verlagsbuchhandlunh, Berlin, http://www. schweizerbart.de. ISBN: 978-3-4435-91045. Bibliotheca Mycologica 202:
1-410. Price: €89.00. Review in progress.

• Lichen Biology, Second Edition. 2008. Thomas H. Nash III
(ed.). Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge CB2 8RU, www.cambridge.org. ISBN: 978-0-521-871624. 486 pp. Price: hardback $140.00; paperback $70.00. Review in
progress.

• A Manual and Source Book on the Boletes and their Allies.
2008. Roy Watling. Fungiflora, P.O. Box 95, Blindern, N-0314,
Oslo, Norway, leif-ryvarden@bio.uio.no. Synopsis Fungorum
24. ISBN: 978-82-90724-36-3. Price: NOK300 plus postage. Reviewed in this issue.

• Microfungi occurring on Proteaceae in the Fynbos. 2008.
Seonju Marincowitz, Pedro W. Crous, Johannes Z. Groenewald,
Michael J. Wingfield. Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures,
P.O.
Box
85167,
Utrecht,
The
Netherlands,
http://www.cbs.knaw.nl/publications/index.htm. Biodiversity Series 7. ISBN: 978-90-70351-71-7. 166 pp. Price: €50.00. Reviewed in this issue.

• Phycology, Fourth Edition. 2008. Robert Edward Lee. Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh Building, Cambridge
CB2 8RU, www.cambridge.org. ISBN: 978-0-521-86408-4. 547
pp. Price: hardback $160.00, softback $70.00. Review in progress.
• Phytophthora: Identifying Species by Morphology and DNA
Fingerprints. 2008. Mannon E. Gallegly, Chuanxue Hong. APS
Press, 3340 Pilot Knob Road, St. Paul, MN 55121,
http://www.shopapspress.org. ISBN: 978-0-89-54-364-1. 168 pp.
plus 130 b&w images. Price: $79.00. Review in progress.

• Plant Pathology. Concepts and Laboratory Exercises, Second
Edition. 2008. Robert N. Trigiano, Mark T. Windham, Alan S.
Windham (eds.). CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL 33487,
http://www.crcpress.com. ISBN 13:978-1-4200-4669-4. 558 pp.
plus CD. Price: £42.99. Review in progress.

• An update on the genus Chaetomium with descriptions of some
coprophilous species, new to Italy. Aggiornamento sul genere
Chaetomium con descrizione di alcune specie coprofile, nuove
per l’Italia. 2008. Francesco Doveri. Bresadola Mycological Association, Segreteria Nazionale AMB, via Volta 36, -38100, Trento, Italia, amb@ambbresadola.it. Pagne de Micologia 29: 1-159.
Price: €20.00 plus €10 shipping charges. Review needed.

Mycological Society of America — Gift Membership Form
Sponsoring a gift membership in MSA offers tangible support both for the recipient of the membership as
well as for mycology in general. Providing both Mycologia and Inoculum, a gift membership is an excellent way to further the efforts of our mycological colleagues, especially those who cannot afford an MSA
membership. In addition to a feeling of great satisfaction, you also will receive a convenient reminder
for renewal of the gift membership the following year.

I want to provide an MSA Gift Membership to the following individual:
Name

________________________________________________________________________________________

Institution ______________________________________________________________________________________

Complete Address

______________________________________________________________________________

Phone _____________________ FAX _________________________ Email _______________________
Please send renewal notices to:

(YOUR name) __________________________________________________________________________________
(YOUR address)

________________________________________________________________________________

Phone _______________________ FAX _______________________ Email _______________________

I agree to pay $98* for this membership by check (payable to MSA, drawn on US bank) ___ VISA ___ Mastercard ___

Acct. # _________________ Name (as it appears on card) _____________________________ Exp. date __________
Send this form to: MSA Business Office, PO Box 1897, Lawrence KS 66044
or FAX to (785) 843-1274, Attn: Processing Department
*If this membership is given after June 1, please add $10 to cover postage for past issues.
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TAKE A BREAK

Mushroom Modoku #2

This puzzle uses the same rules as Sudoku, but with letters instead of numbers.
Unscramble the letters – Y O H M A C P E
G – to spell a mycophilic word, then put one
of the nine letters in each empty cell. Each
row, column and 3x3 block will contain all of
the 9 different letters: there cannot be more
than one of the same letter in each row, column or 3x3 block.

—Juliet Pendray
aloe@netrover.com
Vancouver Mycological Society
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Cookery Corner
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Mushroom Minsk

1½ oz (45 g) dry oyster mushrooms or 10 oz (300g) fresh oyster
mushrooms
½ cup (120 ml) water, plus 1 cup (250 ml) cold water for dry
mushrooms
¼ tbs (2 g) baking soda
¼ cup (60 ml) vinegar
¼ tsp (1 g) salt
1 cup (200g) chopped onions
1 small eggplant, sliced
1 tbs (15 g) butter
2 tbs (20 g) flour
¼ yellow bell (sweet) pepper
¼ red bell (sweet) pepper
¼ green bell (sweet) pepper
1 cup (250 g) sour cream

Soak dry mushrooms in water, allow 1 hour before cooking. After the dry mushrooms have soaked 10 minutes or
immediately after washing the fresh mushrooms, cut off all stems, and chop them very fine. Place the stems in a small
pan, add ¼ cup water and baking soda; cover and simmer. Cut the peppers into strips. Sauté the onions and eggplant, add salt, mushrooms and stems, including all liquid (much should have been absorbed). Continue heating, sift
flour in slowly, while stirring. As soon as the liquid is smooth and thickened, add sour cream. Garnish with peppers.
Serves 6. Variation: cooked carrots may be substituted for some of the peppers. For more tasty mushroom recipes
see: http://www.oystermushrooms.net/recipe_001.htm

—Ralph Kurtzman
kurtzmanr@earthlink.net
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MYCOLOGICAL JOBS

Centraalbureau Voor Schimmelcultures: Group Leader Position

The CBS Fungal Biodiversity Centre invites applications
for: Group Leader Position.
The CBS is an independent research institute of the Royal
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, situated on the
campus of the largest university in the Netherlands (Utrecht). It
studies fungal biodiversity in the widest sense, focusing on
three priority areas, agriculture, human health, and industry (indoor air and food). The institute maintains a large culture collection of fungi and yeasts, and research groups such as those of
Pedro Crous (Evolutionary Phytopathology), Robert Samson
(Applied and Industrial Mycology), Sybren de Hoog (Origins
of Pathogenicity in Clinical Fungi), and Teun Boekhout (Yeast
and Basidiomycete Research). Additional information is available on our website: www.cbs.knaw.nl.
The successful applicant will start and lead his or her own
group on the systematics of socially important fungi, and will be
supported by salaries for the group leader, a fulltime technical

assistant and a one-time salary for a 4 year PhD student. There
are ample opportunities to apply for additional grants. The institute supplies excellent resources and facilities; the language
of internal communication is English. The position is tenure
track, with an initial appointment for five years.
Applicants should send a complete curriculum vitae with a
list of publications and the names and contact information of at
least three references, plus a synopsis of a research plan fitting
within the framework of one of the aforementioned priority
areas to the director of the institute.
Further information can be obtained from and applications
can be submitted to the scientific director of the institute: Prof.
Pedro Crous, CBS Fungal Biodiversity Centre, Uppsalalaan 8,
3584 CT Utrecht, the Netherlands, stating vacancy CBS 200823 in the upper left corner or via e-mail
(m.verweij@cbs.knaw.nl).

APPOINTMENT: Tenure track position starting in August of 2009.
QUALIFICATIONS: Ph.D. in biological sciences from a
regionally accredited university with an emphasis in mycology
is required at time of employment. The candidate must demonstrate a broad background in mycology including field and molecular techniques. Candidates must be able to demonstrate oral
English proficiency requirements evaluated through presentation during the interview, and have some teaching experience at
least at the graduate teaching assistantship level.
RESPONSIBILITIES: The successful candidate will be a
broadly trained mycologist to teach introductory microbiology,
mycology, medical mycology, and field mycology. Courses
may have both undergraduate and master’s level graduate stu-

dents enrolled. The successful candidate is expected to develop
an active research program involving master’s and undergraduate students. Service on committees in the department, college,
and university, and with the general public is also expected.
APPLICATION: Applicants should submit a letter of application, curriculum vitae, copies of transcripts, reprints, statements of research interests and teaching philosophy, and contact information for at least three references. Please include
your current email address for correspondence. Reply to: Dr.
Richard V. Anderson, Department of Biological Sciences, 316
Waggoner Hall, Western Illinois University; 1 University Circle; Macomb, IL 61455-1390.
For the full announcement please go to: http://www.
wiu.edu/employment/emp.sphp?id=688

The
Department
of
Coastal
Sciences
(http://www.usm.edu/gcrl/coastal_sciences/) at the University of
Southern Mississippi (http://www.usm.edu) is requesting applications from highly qualified students for its MS or PhD program in
coastal sciences with a focus in marine mycology. The Department of Coastal Sciences is located at the Gulf Coast Research
Laboratory (http://www.usm.edu/gcrl) in Ocean Springs, MS
(http://www.oceanspringschamber.com/) on the Gulf of Mexico.
Current research in marine mycology at GCRL includes
the biodiversity of marine fungi in the Gulf of Mexico; taxonomy and systematics of marine fungi; diversity of saprophytic marine fungi in natural and created saltmarshes; marine fungi as indicators of human impact on Gulf Coast
beaches; improving saltmarsh restoration using symbiotic

fungal associations; fungal infections of captive and wildstranded bottlenose dolphins; colonization and species succession of artificial reefs.
Successful applicants will be provided a 12-month Research Assistantship with a tuition waiver. Candidates should
possess a relevant BS degree (GPA >= 3.0), and MS (GPA
>= 3.5) if applying for the PhD program. Interested individuals should contact:
Dr Jinx Campbell, Asst Professor Marine Mycology, Department of Coastal Sciences, University of Southern Mississippi, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, 703 East Beach
Drive, Ocean Springs, MS 39564. Tel: (228) 818-8878. Email: jinx.campbell@usm.edu.

Assistant Professor of Mycology: Western Illinois University

Graduate Student Assistantship in Marine Mycology
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Graduate Research Assistantship in Fungal Systematics

A PhD student is sought beginning August 2009 to fill
an NSF-funded Graduate Research Assistantship (GRA) in
fungal systematics and evolution in the Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) Department at the University of
Tennessee. The GRA will assist in management of the University of Tennessee Fungal Herbarium under the supervision of Drs. Ron Petersen and Karen Hughes. A PhD dissertation will be developed under the guidance of Dr.
Brandon Matheny. Full support, including a stipend, health-

care benefits, and a tuition waiver is available for up to
three years.
To apply, please email a resume (including GPA and
GRE scores), a statement of research interests, and the
names of three people who can serve as references to Dr.
Brandon Matheny <pmatheny@utk.edu> by November 10.
Completed applications are due in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology by December 15 and to the
Graduate School by January 9.

Subject Area: Molecular Systematics/Fungal Phylogenetics or Symbiosis—Evolution of Endosymbionts (“Gut
Fungi”)
Where: Boise State University, Dept. of Biological
Sciences. The BSU Mycology Laboratory is now actively
recruiting qualified applicants for a Master of Science degree in the graduate studies program at Boise State University.
When: Starting Date Ranges from Jan. – Sept. 2009
Support: Graduate Teaching Assistantship and/or
Graduate Research Assistantship
Overview of Research Project: The position(s) is
open in the Molecular Systematics Laboratory and will include some field and survey-based training in the traditional morpho-taxonomic approaches to the study of the traditional fungal Class Trichomycetes (or “gut fungi”), now
recognized as an ecological group of symbionts associated
with the guts of various arthropods. Molecular systematic
tools and approaches will be used to assess the relationships
of various groups of Trichomycetes, and projects will be
based in part on student interest in consultation with the
principal investigator, Dr. Merlin White. The possible hypotheses to be tested during the dissertation research range
from population to species, family, or ordinal levels within
these early-diverging fungi. The gut fungi are a highly
evolved group of basal fungi and the placement of some of
these groups as branches on the tree of life are amongst the
most highly “sought after” in fungal phylogenies.
The PI has several hundred unculturable exemplars of
gut fungi preserved in CTAB extraction buffer or available
as genomic stocks, and/or samples for the study will be obtained from freshly collected material in Idaho and the Pacific Northwest, which still is rich in taxa yet to be discovered. The methods and molecular skills to be gained from
the research program include those that are routine in DNAbased studies (and applicable among various organisms), including DNA extraction, PCR amplification, gel or column
purification, and generation of sequence data either directly
from purified PCR product, or after cloning and plasmid

miniprep purification. Phylogenetic analyses will include
both maximum parsimony and Bayesian approaches. The
student will be expected to present the research project(s) at
local and national meetings and publish the results in peerreviewed journals.
BSU is the fastest growing University in the state of
Idaho and recently launched its mission to become a Metropolitan Research University of Distinction. The University
benefits from its urban setting with close associations with
various governmental agencies (USGS, BLM, Fish &
Wildlife etc.) and interactions with their scientists, some of
which carry adjunct status with the Department of Biological Sciences, currently with 20 full-time Faculty members.
The Master’s Program offers prospective students a wealth
of opportunities to interact directly with faculty and engage
in responsibilities that will firmly position them for future
studies in academe.
As a city, Boise is an urban setting, with all the amenities of a larger capitol city (pop. about 200,000) but with a
leisurely feel, a multitude of parks connected by a green belt
that integrates both walking and biking routes and readily
accommodates quick commutes and a healthy lifestyle.
If you are interested in this position, please do not hesitate to contact me to let me know of your interest, but serious inquiries only please. Additionally, candidates will be
expected to apply through the regular graduate studies program in Biology and to submit a cover letter and CV or Resume to the PI, White. The position is partly contingent
upon a pending NSF proposal and available funding, so
please contact me in advance if you are interested. BSU is
an equal opportunity employer, and all qualified applicants
are encouraged to apply.
Contact info and address for letters of interest & CV or
Resume: Merlin M. White, Asst. Professor, Boise State
University, Dept. of Biological Sciences, 1910 University
Dr., S/N Building, Room 210, Boise, Idaho 83725-1515.
Ph: (208) 426-4638
FAX: (208) 426-1040 (Biology Dept) Email: MerlinWhite@boisestate.edu

M.S. Graduate Student Opportunity
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MYCOLOGICAL CLASSIFIEDS

Mushrooms in Their Natural Habitats

Mushrooms in their Natural Habitats -Written by Dr. Alexander H. Smith, Ph.D. Published by Sawyer’s Inc. 1949
This is a two-volume set: Volume I, a text, 616 pages, with a
complete review of 231 mushroom species. Each is given a review of: general discussion, edibility, habit, habitat, distribution,
technical description and each species has accompanying Kodachrome film stereoscopic slides that go into the standard commercial stereoscopic slide viewer included as part of Volume II.
The text goes into the details of: fruiting habits; poisonous
species; how to grow, prepare and cook edible species; laboratory technique and microscopic characteristics in classification and
how mushrooms are named.
Dr. Alexander H. Smith was a nationally known mycologist.
This two-volume collection was the set given to his sister, Elizabeth Schmidt, (Dr. Smith changed his name from Schmidt to
Smith) and came to me through Dr. Smith’s niece, Marcia Smith,
my first wife now deceased.
Both volumes have very minimal wear, and are in excellent
condition. The slide viewer is the original viewer that came with
Volume II. All 231 slides, on 33 reels, are present and in excellent condition as well.
We are asking for closed bids—starting at $400.00—to be
sent to: cvanh57@yahoo.com by December 15, 2008. Alternatively you may contact Christine Hanks at 585-474-4814 to make
your bid.

—Nathan Hanks
cvanh57@yahoo.com
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Book Sale to Benefit the MSA

Dr. Charles L. Kramer (professor emeritus, Kansas
State University), student of A.J. Mix, and MSA member since 1954, has recently retired and would like to
auction his library of books to benefit the MSA. We are
looking for good homes for several hundred books, and
in the process, make some money for MSA. The list of
books for sale is available at: http://microfungi.truman.
edu/kramerlib/
Many of the reprints and a few of the older books on
the list were bequeathed by the late Dr. A.J. Mix. We
have included these and other older works for those who
might have an interest in topics from an historical point
of view. The majority of the books on the list are concerned with the taxonomy of special groups of fungi.
Among those are large format books treating the mush-

Images Needed

I have a contract with Timber Press to write a book
on the natural history of fungi (all groups, including
lichens and the fungus-like slime molds). The book is to
be relatively non-technical and illustrated with ca 120
high-quality color images. Most of the text has been
completed, but I’ve not yet been able to locate suitable
images for a number of subjects discussed in the book. I

rooms. There are also books, such as those by C.T. Ingold, that are concerned with fungal spore discharge and
dispersal, and aerobiology in general.
The mechanics of the auction: The website is currently open and will allow you to anonymously place a
bid with a valid e-mail address. Bidding for books will
close Friday January 2nd 2009 at 5:00 p.m. Additional
information and questions about the auction can be addressed to Jose Herrera, Dr Kramer’s former graduate
student.

—Jose Herrera
Department of Biology
Truman State University
100 E. Normal
Kirksville, MO 63501
660-785-4616
E-mail: jherrera@truman.edu

would appreciate hearing from anyone who might be
able to help me out by providing a good image of Allomyces, endophytic fungi, the cleistothecia of powdery
mildews, ascomycete yeasts, basidiomycete yeasts or a
squirrel cache of fungal sporocarps in a spruce tree.

—Steve Stephenson
slsteph@uark.edu

Mold Testing and Identification Services

Identification of fungi for indoor air quality, including home and building mold test kits. Fungal identification for food technology, spawn technology, plant diseases and insectaries. Specializing in identification of
parasitic watermolds for research in fish and amphibian
biology. ASTM & Mil-Spec testing for aerospace and
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environmental engineering. 10% discount for regular
and sustaining MSA members. Email microbe@pioneer.net; Surface mail Abbey Lane Laboratory, LLC, PO Box 1665, Philomath, OR 97370 USA.
Web page: www.abbeylab.com

—Steven E. Carpenter
microbe@pioneer.net

MYCOLOGY ON-LINE

Below is an alphabetical list of websites featured in Inoculum. Those wishing to add sites to this directory or to edit addresses should email <jinx.campbell@usm.edu>. Unless otherwise notified, listings will be automatically deleted after one year
(at the editors discretion).

A New Web Page About Tropical Fungi,
Hongos Del Parque “El Haya” (58-5)
hongosdelhaya.blogspot.com/

Ascomycota of Sweden
www.umu.se/myconet/asco/indexASCO.html

Bibliography of Systematic Mycology
www.speciesfungorum.org/BSM/bsm.htm

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory; Meetings & Courses Programs (58-2)
meetings.cshl.edu

Collection of 800 Pictures of Macro- and Micro-fungi
www.mycolog.com
Cordyceps Website
www.mushtech.org

Cornell Mushroom Blog (58-1)
hosts.cce.cornell.edu/mushroom_blog/

Cortbase (58-2)
andromeda.botany.gu.se/cortbase.html

Corticoid Nomenclatural Database (56-2)
www.phyloinformatics.org/

The Cybertruffle internet server for mycology seeks to provide information about fungi from a global standpoint (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk

Cyberliber, a digital library for mycology (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cyberliber

Cybernome provides nomenclatural and taxonomic information about
fungi and their associated organisms, with access to over 548,000 records
of scientific names (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cybernome

Dictionary of The Fungi Classification
www.indexfungorum.org/names/fundic.asp

Distribution Maps of Caribbean Fungi (56-2)
www.biodiversity.ac.psiweb.com/carimaps/index.htm
Entomopathogenic Fungal Culture Collection (EFCC)
www.mushtech.org

Fun Facts About Fungi (55-1)
www.herbarium.usu.edu/fungi/funfacts/factindx.htm

Fungal Environmental Sampling and Informatics Network (58-2)
www.bio.utk.edu/fesin/

German Mycological Society DGfM
www.dgfm-ev.de
HighWire Press (58-3)
mycologia.org

Humboldt Institute — Located on the eastern coast of Maine, the institute
is known for the extensive series of advanced and professional-level natural history science seminars it has offered in Maine since 1987, along
with ecological restoration seminars and expeditions to the neotropics. It
publishes the Northeastern Naturalist and Southeastern Naturalist, two
scholarly, peer-reviewed, natural history science journals which provide
an integrated publishing and research resource for eastern North America, including eastern Canada. 59(4)
www.eaglehill.us
www.eaglehill.us/programs/nhs/natural-history-seminars.shtml
www.eaglehill.us/nena
www.eaglehill.us/sena
www.eaglehill.us/jona

Hysteriaceae & Mytilinidiaceae — Website relating to the taxonomy of the
Hysteriaceae & Mytilinidiaceae (Pleosporomycetidae, Dothideomycetes,
Ascomycota) to facilitate species identification using a set of updated and
revised keys based on those first published by Hans Zogg in 1962. 59(4)
http://www.eboehm.com/

Index of Fungi
www.indexfungorum.org/names/names.asp

Interactive Key to Hypocreales of Southeastern United States (57-2)
nt.ars-grin.gov/sbmlweb/fungi/keydata.cfm

ISHAM: the International Society for Human and Animal Mycology
www.isham.org
JSTOR (58-3)
jstor.org

Libri Fungorum Mycological Publications (58-3)
194.203.77.76/LibriFungorum/

Mold Testing and Identification Services (58-2)
www.pioneer.net/~microbe/abbeylab.html

McCrone Research Institute (McRI) is an internationally recognized notfor-profit educational institute specializing primarily in teaching applied
microscopy. 59(4)
www.mcri.org

Mountain Justice Summer (58-3)
www.MountainJusticeSummer.org

Mycology Education Mart where all relevant mycology courses can be
posted. www2.bio.ku.dk/mycology/courses/

The Myconet Classification of the Ascomycota
www.fieldmuseum.org/myconet

Northeast Mycological Federation (NEMF) foray database (58-2)
www.nemfdata.org

Pacific Northwest Fungi — A peer-reviewed online journal for information
on fungal natural history in the Pacific Northwest (Alaska, British Columbia, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washington), including taxonomy,
nomenclature, ecology, and biogeography.
www.pnwfungi.org/
Pleurotus spp.
www.oystermushrooms.net

Rare, Endangered or Under-recorded Fungi in Ukraine (56-2)
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/redlists/index.htm

Registry of Mushrooms in Art
members.cox.net/mushroomsinart/

Robigalia provides information about field observations, published records
and reference collection specimens of fungi and their associated organisms, with access to over 685,000 records (59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/robigalia

Searchable database of culture collection of wood decay fungi (56-6)
www.fpl.fs.fed.us/rwu4501/index.html

Small Things Considered.
A microbe blog on microbes in general, but carries occasional pieces
specifically on fungi.
schaechter.asmblog.org/schaechter/
Species of Glomeromycota Website (55-3)
www.amf-phylogeny.com

Tree canopy biodiversity project University of Central Missouri (58-4)
faculty.cmsu.edu/myxo/

Tripartite Similarity Calculator (55-1)
www.amanitabear.com/similarity

The TRTC Fungarium (58-1)
bbc.botany.utoronto.ca/ROM/TRTCFungarium/home.php
U.S. National Fungus Collections (BPI)
Complete Mushroom Specimen Database (57-1)
www.ars.usda.gov/ba/psi/sbml

Valhalla provides information about mycologists of the past, with names,
dates of birth and death and, in some cases, biographies and/or portraits
(59-3).
www.cybertruffle.org.uk/valhalla

Website for the mycological journal Mycena (56-2)
www.mycena.org/index.htm

Wild Mushrooms From Tokyo
www.ne.jp/asahi/mushroom/tokyo/
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NOTE TO MEMBERS:

Those wishing to list upcoming mycological courses, workshops, conventions, symposia, and forays in the Calendar of Events should include complete postal/electronic addresses and submit to
Inoculum editor Jinx Campbell at jinx.campbell@usm.edu.
November 13-14, 2008
CBS Symposium: Fungi and Health
Trippenhuis, KNAW Amsterdam
www.cbs.knaw.nl

November 10-13, 2008
VI Latin American Mycology
Congress (ALM)
Asociacion Latinoamericana
de Micologia, Mar del Plata, Argentina
November 17-21, 2008
Second African Conference on Edible
and Medicinal Mushrooms
(2nd ACEMM)
Accra, Ghana
February 19-25, 2009
FNQ Mycoblitz: First fungal foray
in Far North Queensland
Lake Tinaroo, Queensland, Australia
May 31-June 4, 2009
14th International Sclerotinia
Workshop
Department of Plant Pathology,
North Carolina State University,
Wilmington, NC

July 25-30, 2009
MSA Meeting with Botanical Society
of America
Snowbird, UT
2010 MSA Meeting
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KY, USA

2010 IMC9
9th International Mycological Congress
Edinburgh, UK

2011 MSA Meeting
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK, USA

2011 UMS Congresses
XIII International Congress
of Mycology
Sapporo, Japan

REMINDER: MSA Directory Update

Is your information up-to-date in the MSA directory? The Society is relying more and more
on email to bring you the latest MSA news, awards announcements and other timely information, and our newsletter. To ensure that you receive Society blast emails and the Inoculum as
soon as it comes out, and so that your colleagues can keep in touch, please check the accuracy of your email address and contact information in the online directory. This can be accessed
via our web site at www.msafungi.org. If you need assistance with updating your membership
information, or help with your membership log-in ID and password, please contact Kay Rose,
Association Manager at Allen Press, at krose@allenpress.com.
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The Mycological Society of America
Sustaining Members 2008

The Society is extremely grateful for the continuing support of its Sustaining Members. Please patronize them and, whenever possible, let their representatives know
of our appreciation.

BCN Research Laboratories, Inc.
Attn: Emilia Rico
2491 Stock Creek Blvd
Rockford, TN 37853
United States
Ph: (865) 558-6819
Fax: (865) 584-3203
Email: emirico@msn.com

Fungal & Decay Diagnostics, LLC
Attn: Harold Burdsall, Jr.
9350 Union Valley Rd.
Black Earth, WI 53515-9798
United States
Email: burdsall@fungaldecay@aol.com

Fungi Perfecti
Attn: Paul Stamets
P.O. Box 7634
Olympia, WA 98507
United States
Ph: (360) 426-9292
Fax: (360) 426-9377
Email: mycomedia@aol.com
Web: www.fungi.com

Genencor Internation, Inc.
Attn: Michael Ward
925 Page Mill Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
United States
Ph: (650) 846-5850
Fax: (650) 845-6509
Email: mward@genencor.com

Mycotaxon
Attn: Richard P. Korf
P.O. Box 264
Ithaca, NY 14851-0264
United States
Ph: (607) 273-0508
Fax: (607) 273-4357
Email: info@mycotaxon.com

Novozymes Biotech, Inc.
Attn: Wendy Yoder
1445 Drew Ave.
Davis, CA 95616
United States
Email: wendy@wtynovozymes.com
Sylvan, Inc.
Attn: Mark Wach
Research Dept. Library
198 Nolte Drive
Kittanning, PA 16201
United States
Ph: (724) 543-3948
Fax: (724) 543-3950
Email: mwach@sylvaninc.com

Syngenta Seeds Inc.
Attn: Rita Kuznia
Dept Head,Plant Pathology
317 330th Street
Stanton, MN 55018-4308
Ph: (507) 663-7631
Fax: (507)645-7519
Email: rita.kuznia@syngenta.com
Triarch, Inc.
Attn: P.L. Conant - President
P.O. Box 98
Ripon, WI 54971
United States
Ph: (920) 748-5125
Fax: (920) 748-3034

You are encouraged to inform the Membership Committee (Maren Klich, Chair, mklich@srrc.ars.usda.gov) of firms or foundations that might be approached about Sustaining Membership in the MSA. Sustaining members have all the rights and privileges of individual members in the MSA and are listed as Sustaining Members in all issues of
Mycologia and Inoculum.
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MSA Endowment Funds
Contributions

I wish to contribute $________ to the following named fund(s):
____ Denison

____ Miller

____ Barr

____ Fuller

____ Trappe

____ Barksdale/Raper
____ Bigelow

Inoculum is published six times a year in
odd numbered months (January, March,
May, July, September, November). Submit
copy to the Editor by email as attachments,
preferably in MS Word. If you submit pictures, these need to be sent as separate
JPGS or GIFFS, not embedded in the word
document. The Editor reserves the right to
edit copy submitted in accordance with the
policies of Inoculum and the Council of the
Mycological Society of America.
Jinx Campbell, Editor
Dept. of Coastal Sciences,
Gulf Coast Research Lab
University of Southern Mississippi
703 East Beach Drive
Ocean Springs, MS 39564
(228) 818-8878 Fax: (228) 872-4264
jinx.campbell@usm.edu

____ Alexopoulos

____ Butler

____ Fitzpatrick
____ Korf

____ Luttrell

Research Funds

____ Backus Graduate Award

____ Thiers

____ Uecker

____ Wells

Other Funds

____ Alexopoulos Prize

____ Martin-Baker Award

____ Karling Lecture Fund

____ Clark T. Rogerson Award

____ Other (specify)

____ A.H. & H.V. Smith Award

____ Uncommitted Endowment

I wish to pledge $_____________ a year for ____________ years

MSA Officers

President, Donald E. Hemmes
Department of Biology
University of Hawaii
Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 974-7383
Fax: (808) 974-7693
hemmes@hawaii.edu
President-Elect, Roy Halling
The New York Botanical Garden
The Bronx, NY 10458-5126
Phone: (718) 817-8613
Fax: (718) 817-8648
rhalling@nybg.org

Vice President, Rytas Vilgalys
Biology Department
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0338
Phone: (919) 660-7361
Fax: (919) 660-7293
fungi@duke.edu

Secretary, M. Catherine Aime
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_____ to the following fund (s) ____________________________

_____ to some other specified purpose ______________________

_____ to the uncommitted endowment

Name: ________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
___ Check ____ Credit Card (Visa, MC, etc): ________________
Credit Card No. ____________________ Exp. Date: _________
Signature: __________________________________________

Please send this completed form and your contribution to:

A. Elizabeth Arnold, Chair

MSA Endowment Committee
Division of Plant Pathology and Microbiology
Dept. of Plant Sciences
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721
arnold@ag.arizona.edu
(520) 621-7212
Please make checks payable to the

Mycological Society of America

An Invitation to Join MSA

THE MYCOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
2008 MEMBERSHIP FORM

(You may apply for membership on-line at msafungi.org)

(Please print clearly)

Last name ______________________________

First name _________________________________

M.I. ______

Dept./Street _______________________________________________________________________________________
Univ./Organization __________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State/Prov. __________ Country ____________________ ZIP_________________
Telephone: (____)______________________ Email _______________________ Fax (____)______________________

TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP
Cyber Memberships
____ Regular

$98

(Includes on-line access to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Regular

$98

____ Student

$50

(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access
to Mycologia and Inoculum)

____ Sustaining

$278

____ Life

$1,500

____ Family

$98

____ Emeritus

$50

____ Student
$50
Hardcopy Memberships

Other Memberships
____ Associate

____ Emeritus

$50

$0

AREAS OF INTEREST

(Includes on-line access to Mycologia and Inoculum)

(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access
to Mycologia and Inoculum)

(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access to Mycologia
and Inoculum, plus listing in Mycologia and Inoculum)

+ $20 for each family member (One-time payment, Includes print
Mycologia, and on-line access to Mycologia and Inoculum)

(Includes one print copy of Mycologia, and on-line
access to Mycologia and Inoculum)
(Includes print Mycologia, and on-line access
to Mycologia and Inoculum)
(Includes on-line access to Inoculum)

(Includes on-line access to Inoculum)

Mark most appropriate area(s)

____ Cell Biology – Physiology
____ Ecology – Pathology

____ Genetics – Molecular Biology
____ Systematics – Evolution

PAYMENT
_____ CHECK

(including cytological, ultrastructural, metabolic regulatory and developmental
aspects of cells)

(including phytopathology, medical mycology, symbiotic associations, saprobic
relationships and community structure/dynamics)

(including transmission, population and molecular genetics and molecular
mechanisms of gene expression)
(including taxonomy, comparative morphology molecular systematics,
phylogenetic inference, and population biology)

[Payable to Mycological Society of America and
drawn in US dollars on a US bank]

_____ CREDIT CARD:

_____ VISA

_____ MASTERCARD

Expiration Date: ____________________________________________
Account No: _______________________________________________
Name as it appears on the card: _______________________________

Mail membership form and payment to:

Mycological Society of America
Attn: Kay Rose

P.O. Box 1897, Lawrence, KS 66044-8897

Phone: (800) 627-0629 or (785) 843-1221
Fax: (800) 627-0326 or (785) 843-1234
Email: krose@allenpress.com

